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ABSTRACT
A finite element model for an overhead crane carrying a 
nuclear waste canister is developed. This model is used to 
perform the static, dynamic and impact analysis using the 
finite element software COSMOS/M. Static results are compared 
with simplified model solutions to verify the accuracy of 
the finite element model. Frequency analysis is also performed 
to determine the first six natural frequencies of the system. 
Three of these six frequencies are compared with analytical 
results for verification. In the dynamic analysis, the crane 
is allowed to travel for a specified time. A computer program 
is written to connect static and dynamic modules because 
COSMOS/M software needs nodal displacements from static 
program as initial conditions for dynamic analysis. 
Displacement analysis is shown for nodes one each on the I 
beam, trolley, rope, and canister. The response studies of the 
system are obtained when the crane is stopped by using the 
nodal displacements and velocities from the dynamic analysis 
as input. Lastly, impact between two canisters is analyzed by 
taking impact velocity from dynamic analysis. Stresses in the 
canisters are compared with the dynamic yield strength of the 
canister material to determine whether yield point of the 
stainless steel is exceeded.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Purpose of the Study
To ensure safety of human operations, remote manipulation 
of nuclear material is of crucial importance. At nuclear waste 
sites, heavy radioactive loads, such as canisters have to be 
manipulated using overhead cranes. The motions of an overhead 
crane can be described as sequence of beam travel, trolley 
motion, object hoisting, and object lowering. Crane travel and 
trolley motions, especially when starting or stopping, induce 
undesirable swinging of the suspended object. If any 
oscillation of the object begins, it must be sufficiently 
dampened by the operator, or allowed to decay naturally before 
the next operation can begin. Either option is time consuming 
and reduces the availability of the facility. Also during 
these oscillations, the canister may hit the transporting 
vehicle, another canister or a wall. This impact will 
naturally induce stresses in the canister. If the impact is 
severe, the canister may collapse and nuclear material spill 
will happen. Clean-up of such accident is risky and expensive. 
If the impact is not so severe, crack may be initiated. Due to 
the long term nature of storage, prevention of crack 
initiation is crucial since it may lead to stress corrosion
1
2cracking and the eventual compromise of the canister 
integrity. This effect may be minimized by limiting the 
stresses to levels below the canister material's yield 
strength since cracks may initiate easily in the yield zone. 
Canister failure, immediate or long term, may cause enormous 
damage to the public and environment due to the radiation of 
the nuclear waste contained in the canister. It is necessary 
to study these stresses and displacements in order to design 
a better possible canister to avoid failure due to impact.
It is always possible to build a finite element model for 
the canister and a apply huge force to study the displacements 
and stresses in impact. However, the results may not be of 
much practical value since it is not related to an actual 
impact scenario. To overcome this problem, the dynamics of a 
system composed of an overhead crane and canister is studied. 
This dynamic model yields the initial velocities that are used 
in impact analysis. The dynamic model describes the system 
during the crane motion and after the crane stops (post­
arrest analysis) .
The objective of this study is to provide an integrated 
approach using finite element analysis to study impact. This 
approach will be generalized in future studies.
1.2 High Level Nuclear Waste Storage
Nuclear waste is produced whenever nuclear fission takes 
place. Fission occurs when atoms split and cause a nuclear
reaction. High-level radioactive waste is a by-product of 
making electricity at commercial nuclear power plants and from 
nuclear materials production at defence facilities, [4], 
Today, more than hundred nuclear powerplants generate about 
nineteen percent of the electricity used in the United States. 
Once a year, approximately one third of the nuclear fuel 
inside a reactor is removed and replaced with fresh fuel. 
Spent fuel is highly radioactive and is the primary form of 
high-level nuclear waste.
The spent fuel and high-level radioactive waste produced 
by defence plants are currently stored in steel-lined concrete 
pools at power plant sites in more than thirty states. Now, 
most power plants' storage facilities are almost full. 
Although spent fuel and high-level radioactive waste lose 
about fifty percent of their radioactivity after three months 
of storage, and about eighty percent after one year of 
storage, radioactivity remains for thousands of years. For 
this reason, the waste requires permanent disposal to isolate 
it from the public and the environment.
In the United States, it is proposed to store high-level 
radioactive waste permanently in a geologic repository. At 
this repository, surface facilities will receive the waste and 
prepare it for permanent underground disposal, [26]. These 
surface facilities will consist of: an administration
building, a series of shops, a pair of waste-handling 
buildings, a warehouse, and a waste receiving and inspection
area, Fig. 1.1. The underground facilities and the surface 
facilities will be connected by two ramps and four shafts. The 
waste ramp will be used to transport filled waste containers 
from the surface to the underground storage site. The 
underground repository for the permanent emplacement for the 
nuclear waste will be about one thousand feet below the 
ground, Fig. 1.2. The main component of the underground 
storage facility is the emplacement panel.
The waste containers may be placed vertically or 
horizontally. If the emplacement is vertical, the bore holes 
will be drilled into the floor of the emplacement drifts. If 
the emplacement is horizontal, the bore holes will be drilled 
into the walls of the emplacement drifts. The nuclear waste 
emplacement panels will be roughly the same size regardless if 
vertical or horizontal emplacement is chosen. A container of 
spent nuclear fuel is 15.5 feet long and twenty six inches in 
diameter.
A sample vertical bore hole with an emplacement package 
within it is shown in Figure 1.3. A support plate will be 
inserted in the bottom of the bore hole and a metal casting 
will line the walls of the bore hole from the top of the hole 
past the top of the emplaced container, to protect the waste 
container. A metal plug will be inserted in the bore hole, 
after the waste container is emplaced, to provide shielding 
from radiation. Once this plug is in place, crushed nuclear 
will fill the remainder of the bore hole and a metal cap will
Figure 1.1 Perspective of a Proposed Repository
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Figure 1.3 Proposed Vertical Waste Emplacement Bore Hole
provide a seal for the top of the bore hole.
After the actual waste emplacement process is finished, 
there will be a caretaker period, during which various tests 
will be conducted to ensure the repository is performing as 
expected. At the end of the caretaker period, the repository 
will be prepared for permanent storage by back filling the 
underground areas and by permanently sealing the shafts and
ramps. The system of both engineered and natural barrier,
consisting of the waste form, the waste canister, the
repository and the host rock formation, will provide
protection against the release of radioactivity to the public 
and the environment.
1.3 Literature Survey
During the last two decades, elasto dynamics of 
mechanical systems has received a lot of attention. A number 
of investigators dealt with cases of planar mechanisms by 
using the finite element method. A finite element approach is 
presented by Yang et al. for the elasto dynamic analysis of 
spatial robot manipulators, [22]. The overall displacements, 
consisting of combined large rigid-body motion and small 
elastic deformation, are treated as the primary unknowns in 
the finite element discretization for spatial Euler beam 
elements. Jonker presented a finite element-based method for 
analyzing the dynamic behavior of flexible manipulators, 
including the effects of the manipulator control system, [23].
The method involves a nonlinear finite-element formulation in 
which both links and joints are considered as specific finite 
elements. A finite element model of a single-link flexible 
robotic arm including the effects of beam damping, hub 
inertia, and both Coulomb and viscous hub is derived by 
Chapnik et al., [20].
There are some research investigations of the impact 
analysis using experimentally measured contact laws. A 
continuous analysis method for the direct-central impact of 
two solid particles is presented by Lankarani et a l ., [7].
Based on the assumption that local plasticity effects are the 
sole factor accounting for the dissipation of energy in 
impact, a Hertzian contact force model with permanent 
indentation is constructed.
Effects of impact on elastic beams have been studied by 
numerous investigators. Energy considerations lead to many 
characteristics of the impact process due to a mass striking 
a beam is shown by Lee, [10]. This work has dealt solely with 
central impact on a beam simply supported at its ends. A 
theory is developed for the transverse impact of spheres on 
elastic beams which incorporates a dynamic plastic force- 
indentation law and linear elastic boundary conditions by 
Barnhart et al., [14]. Yigit et al. investigated flexural 
motion of a radially rotating beam attached to a rigid body. 
Fully coupled non-linear equations of motion are derived by 
using the extended Hamilton's Principle, [21]. Yigit et al.
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also presented a model for the dynamics of a radially rotating 
beam with impact, [11]. The model uses a momentum balance 
method and a coefficient of restitution, and enables one to 
predict the rigid body motion as well as the elastic before 
and after the impact.
There are also some investigations of impact of multi 
body systems. Shabana et al. presented a method for the 
dynamic analysis and vibration control of large scale flexible 
multi body aircraft during the touchdown impacts and rollover 
motion, [19]. Khulief et al. presented a method for the 
dynamic analysis of inertia-variant constrained mechanical 
systems of interconnected rigid and flexible components which 
may be impacting on one another, [9]. The flexible bodies are 
permitted to undergo large angular rotations. Khulief et al. 
also presented a continuous impact model applicable to multi 
body systems consisting of interconnected rigid and flexible 
bodies, [18]. The continuous impulsive force that acts during 
the short-lived interval of impact is written in terms of the 
relative displacement and velocity of the impacting bodies. A 
method was presented for the analysis of impact within multi 
body systems by Lankarani et al., [16]. A canonical form of 
the equations of motion was used as the differential equations 
motion over the period of continuous motion. Analytical study 
of flexible mechanisms subjected to impact loading is 
presented by Shao et al., [15]. A wave-propagation theory is 
incorporated into finite element analysis for the analytical
11
modeling. A substructure synthesis method is proposed by Wu et 
al. to account for contact-impact effects in flexible 
components of mechanical systems, [17]. Components that may 
come into contact are divided into substructures, on each of 
which local deformation modes are defined to describe 
deformation fields of components. Osmont presented a finite 
element code for computing the dynamic response of structures 
involving contact effects, [12].
Ballou explained current status of waste package designs, 
[28]. Critical stresses in the pintle, the weldment, and the 
top heads (flat and curved), of a high level nuclear waste 
container are evaluated under an annular loading by Ladkany et 
al., [13]. This loading is three times larger than the 
expected normal operating load. Ladkany et al. [27] evaluated 
linear and non-linear stresses and buckling loads in the 
pintle, top head, canister shell and top plate of two high- 
level spent nuclear fuel canister models under a variety of 
static and dynamic loading conditions resulting from normal 
handling. Ladkany et al. [29] also analyzed critical stresses 
in the pintle, flat tophead, canister shell, the bottom plate 
and in the weldment of a high level nuclear waste canister 
under a variety of static and dynamic loading conditions 
resulting from normal handling.
There is not much research done in the impact analysis of 
the canisters during their handling at nuclear waste disposal 
sites. This research is very important because the failure of
12
the canister due to impact, immediate or long term, may cause 
enormous damage to the public and environment due to the 
radiation of the nuclear waste contained in the canister. The 
impact analysis is very vital in the design of best possible 
canister.
In the remainder of this thesis, modeling and analysis of 
an overhead crane carrying a canister will be discussed. 
Finite element modeling of overhead crane and canister system 
is explained in the Chapter Two. Chapter Three gives the 
details of the static analysis and frequency analysis. Dynamic 
response and analysis of the system is given in Chapter Four. 
Last Chapter details the impact analysis and results. These 
Chapters are followed by References and Appendices. Appendix 
I contains the details of the crane and canister. COSMOS/M and 
Fortran programs are listed in other Appendices.
CHAPTER 2
FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF CRANE AND CANISTER SYSTEM
A dynamic model of an overhead crane carrying a nuclear 
waste canister is developed. This model is used to study the 
behavior of the crane and canister system during crane motion, 
when the crane is stopped, and during the impact. First, 
static analysis is performed on the system activating gravity 
loading. Static results are compared with results from 
simplified model to verify the accuracy of the finite element 
modeling. Nodal displacements from static analysis are 
required as initial conditions in the dynamic analysis. 
Frequency analysis is performed to determine the first six 
natural frequencies of the system. Three of these six 
frequencies are compared with analytical results for 
verification. In the dynamic analysis, the crane is allowed to 
travel for a specified time. Then the crane motion is arrested 
to study the swinging behavior of the rope and canister. The 
nodal displacements and velocities from dynamic analysis are 
given as initial conditions to this post-arrest analysis. 
Lastly, impact analysis is performed between two canisters 
with impact velocity from dynamic analysis. The stresses, 
developed in the canisters during impact, are compared with
13
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the dynamic yield strength of the canister material to 
determine whether they exceed the yield point. The dynamic 
analysis of this system is too complicated for a closed form 
solution with analytical methods, thus a finite element 
analysis is performed.
2.1. Finite Element Method
The finite element method is a computer based numerical 
method. The interesting aspect of the finite element method is 
that the problem formulation results in a system of 
simultaneous algebraic equations instead of a system of 
differential equations. This is because a system or a body is 
modeled by subdividing it into smaller elements (finite 
elements) which are interconnected at nodes, [25]. Finite 
element analysis involves the following steps, [2]:
1. Divide the structure or continuum into finite 
elements.
2. Formulate the properties of each element. Determine 
the nodal loads associated with all element deformation 
states that are allowed.
3. Assemble elements to obtain the finite element model 
of the structure.
4. Apply the known loads - nodal forces and moments.
5. Specify how the structure is supported - setting 
several nodal displacements to known values ( which often 
are zero).
15
6. Solve simultaneous linear algebraic equations to 
determine nodal d.o.f. (nodal displacements).
7. Calculate element strains from the nodal d.o.f. and 
the element displacement field interpolation, and finally 
calculate stresses from strains.
The power of the finite element method resides 
principally in its versatility. The method can be applied to 
various physical problems. The body analyzed can have 
arbitrary shaped loads, and support conditions. The mesh can 
mix elements of different types, shapes, and physical 
properties. This great versatility is contained within a 
single computer program. User-prepared input data controls the 
selection of problem type, geometry, boundary conditions, and 
element selection. Another attractive feature of finite 
elements is the close physical resemblance between the actual 
structure and its finite element model.
The finite element method also has disadvantages. A 
computer, a reliable program, and intelligent use are 
essential. A general-purpose program has extensive 
documentation, which cannot be ignored. Experience and good 
engineering judgement are needed in order to define a good 
model. Many input data are required and voluminous output must 
be sorted and understood.
Finite element software COSMOS/M, [1], is used to study 
the static, dynamic and impact analysis of the system. Fig.
2.1 shows the block diagram COSMOS/M modules used in this
16
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analysis. Module GEOSTAR is used to develop the geometric 
model and mesh generation of the system. GEOSTAR is an 
interactive full three dimensional graphic geometric modeler, 
mesh generator, and finite element pre- and postprocessor. The 
geometric modeling capabilities of GEOSTAR are based on mixed 
boundary representation and parametric cubic equations. The 
primary application of GEOSTAR is to function as a pre- and 
postprocessor to the COSMOS/M finite element analysis system. 
The user can create the model, supply all related analysis 
information, invoke the analysis using the COSMOS/M analysis 
modules, and review the results, all from within GEOSTAR in an 
interactive, menu driven, graphic environment. A diverse set 
of geometric modeling capabilities combined with flexible 
meshing options allow for the creation and meshing of complex 
models with ease. Loading, boundary and initial conditions can 
conveniently be applied in association with geometric entities 
and in any defined coordinate system.
COSMOS/M, as it is, was not fully applicable to this 
analysis, so some modifications are carried out in the 
interface. Crane travel and post arrest analysis cannot be 
done by COSMOS/M program with a single run. First, static 
analysis is performed. The nodal displacements from static 
analysis are given as initial conditions to the dynamic 
analysis. The nodal displacements and velocities from the 
dynamic analysis are given as initial conditions to the post 
arrest analysis.
18
BEAM3D element is not used in the modeling of system 
because it requires rectangular cross section. Canister has 
circular cross section. Modeling is done in 3D using the SOLID 
element because it gives a better estimation of the real 
system. There are two options in the SOLID element - twenty 
node and eight node. Eight node SOLID element is used to make 
computation easier. Fig. 2.2 shows the nonlinear 3D 8 node 
isoparametric SOLID element. Only three translational degrees 
of freedom per node are considered. The three rotational 
degrees of freedom must be constrained at each node.
2.2. Modeling of the System
An overhead crane manufactured by Harrington Cranes, 
model no. CTM-R/Q-1-1025, is used in this analysis, [5]. This 
crane has Motorized top running single girder dual drive. This 
is considered because it has span of twenty five feet and 
carries the payload of ten tonnes which serves the purpose of 
this analysis. Overhead crane consists of crane bridge which 
is a I beam that is connected to the end truck frames on both 
sides, Fig. 2.3. These end truck frames move on runway rails 
by guide rollers. The trolley moves on the crane bridge. The 
trolley consists of wheels, pins, side plates, and beam. One 
end of the rope is connected to the trolley beam. The other 
end of the rope is connected to the nuclear waste canister 
which is transported by the crane. Fig. 2.5 shows the block 
diagram of overhead crane and canister system. Modeling of an
'I
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overhead crane carrying a canister using SOLID elements is 
done as below.
2.2.1. Overhead Crane
a. I beam - SOLID element has nodes on all the corners. 
It is generally recommended that aspect ratio to be under 20. 
Aspect ratio is the ratio of largest dimension to the smallest 
dimension of an element. So flanges of the I-beam are modeled 
with three elements along the width to put the nodes on the 
corners where web joins them. The web is divided in to two 
elements along its length to keep acceptable aspect ratio, 
Fig. 2.6. There are thirty eight layers of elements along the 
axis of the I-beam, Fig. 2.7.
b. Wheels - These are the trolley wheels that roll over 
the I-beam. Wheel has a diameter of 7.75 cm and can be 
considered fairly rigid. It is modeled as a rectangular 
parallelepiped with two solid elements, Fig. 2.6. Wheel is
connected to the bottom flange of the I beam, Fig. 2.6. The
elements of the I-beam, to which wheel is connected, are 
removed and replaced by new elements. The portion of the wheel 
that is in contact with I-beam is smaller than the I-beam 
element width, Fig. 2.8. So whatever I-beam element that is in 
contact with the wheels has now three elements. So this 
element of the I-beam is removed and replaced by new smaller 
elements. This is shown in COSMOS/M program.
c. Pins - These pins connect wheels to the side plates of
the trolley. Pin is also modeled as a rectangular
2 4
■I-beam
Pin
Wheel- Trolley
plate
Trollev beam
R o p e
Figure 2.6 Schematic of I-beam, Trolley Wheels, Pins, 
Plates, and Beam
I-beam
\
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Figure 2.7 Partial view of the Overhead Crane showing Finite 
Element Mesh
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I-beam
'''''■Trolley plate
Figure 2.8 Schematic Showing Finite Element Meshing of 
Plates, Pins, and Wheels
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parallelepiped. Each pin is considered as one SOLID element, 
Fig. 2.6.
d. Trolley side plates - These plates connect pins to the 
trolley beam (which is under the I beam) that is connected to 
the rope, Fig 2.4. Each plate has eight points on the top 
where pins join them. There are four points on the plate where 
trolley beam is connected. An element configuration is found 
keeping all the points on the plate as nodes of the elements, 
because SOLID element requires nodes on all the corners, Figs. 
2.8 & 2.9. Each plate has twenty eight solid elements.
e. Trolley beam - Rope is connected to this beam. This is 
modeled with 12 solid elements, Fig. 2.6 and 2.9.
2.2.2. Wire Rope
Wire rope with regular lay winding, which is the accepted 
standard, is used. This has the wire twisted in one direction 
to form the strands, and the strands twisted in the opposite 
direction to form the rope, Fig. 2.10. In the completed rope 
the visible wires are approximately parallel to the axis of 
the rope. Regular-lay ropes do not kink or untwist and are 
easy to handle. Standard ropes are made with a hemp core which 
supports and lubricates the strands.
Wire ropes are designated by this form - 'D in. A x B'.
where, D = diameter of the rope 
A = number of strands 
B = number of wires in each strand
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Figure 2.9 Schematic of Trolley Plate
Figure 2.10 Cross Section of wire Rope
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A 6 x 19 rope is selected because it is standard for 
hoisting applications. Factor of safety of wire rope is 
checked as explained below.
A wire rope may fail because the static load exceeds the 
ultimate strength of the rope, [24]. The static load can be 
compared to the ultimate strength of the rope to irnd the 
factor of safety.
sheave diameter = D = 38 d
6
wire diameter = d = d/16
W
wire radius = c = d / 2  = d/32w
sheave radius = r = D / 2 = 1 9 dB
The stress in one of the wires of a rope passing around a 
sheave may be calculated as follows. From solid mechanics,
M = El/r and M = al/c 
where, M = bending moment
I = moment of inertia
E = Young's modulus
a — bending stress in the rope
Eliminating M and solving for the stress gives
a = E c/r = 19737 psi (eqn. 17-15 [24])
ultimate strength = 106000 psi (from table 17-15 [24]) 
from fig. 17-9 [24], for DB/d = 38, strength loss = 5 
percent
effective strength = 100700 psi
factor of safety = 100700/19737 = 5 . 1  ok
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The next consideration is to assure that the wear life of 
the rope and the sheave meets certain requirements. When a 
loaded rope is bent over a sheave, the rope stretches like a 
spring, rubs against the sheave, and causes wear of both the 
rope and the sheave. The amount of wear that occurs depends 
upon the pressure of the rope in the sheave groove. This 
pressure is called the 'bearing pressure', 
bearing pressure = pb = 2 F/(Do d)
where, F = tensile force on rope = wt. of the (canister 
+ payload + rope), ref. Appendix I 
pb = 349.05 N/cm2 = 505 psi 
Maximum allowable bearing pressures of ropes on sheaves can be 
obtained from table 17.17, [24],
max. allowable bearing pressure = 2400 psi 
factor of safety = 2400/505 = 4.75 ok
Wire has a fatigue limit. A wire rope that is used over 
sheaves will eventually fail in fatigue or in wear, whichever 
comes first. Fig. 17-10 [24] shows that the rope will have a 
long life if the ratio pb/su is less than 0.001, where su is 
the ultimate strength of the wire in kpsi. 
su = 2 F/(Db d) = 506.25 kpsi 
pb/ultimate strength = 0.001 ok
Wire rope is modeled as a square rope with 15 solid 
elements keeping acceptable aspect ratio, Fig. 2.11. The rope
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Figure 2.11 Schematic of Finite Element Meshing of Rope
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is modeled as a square rope, which is equivalent to the actual 
rope, as shown in Appendix I.
2.2.3. Canister 
Canister is modeled as a hollow cylinder with top and 
bottom plates, Figs. 2.12. There are eight elements along the 
circumference of the plates whose width is equal to the 
thickness of the canister body. The rope joins the top plate 
at the center. This region has four rectangular elements. The 
region between the outer and inner rectangular elements is 
divided into eight elements. Fig. 2.13 gives the details of 
this meshing. There are thirty five layers of elements in the 
canister body along its axis, Fig. 2.12. Each layer has eight 
rectangular elements in the canister body along the 
circumference as explained in case of plates. More accurate 
model of the canister is given by [27]. Canister payload is 
included in calculating the density which is explained in 
Appendix I.
Figs. 2.14 and 2.15 show the modeling of the crane and 
canister with SOLID elements. Finite element model of the 
crane and canister system has 860 elements and 1866 nodes. 
Thus a finite element model for an overhead crane carrying 
nuclear waste canister is developed using software COSMOS/M.
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Figure 2.12 Schematic of Finite Element Meshing of Canister
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n
Figure 2.13 Schematic of Canister Plate
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Figure 2.14 Finite Element Model of Crane and Canister 
System
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Figure 2.15 Front View of Crane and Canister System
CHAPTER 3
STATIC AND FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF CRANE AND CANISTER SYSTEM
Static analysis is required because static nodal 
displacements are given as initial conditions to the dynamic 
analysis. This is a requirement of COSMOS/M software. Static 
results are compared with results from the simplified model to 
verify the validity of the finite element model. Frequency 
analysis is also performed to calculate first six natural 
frequencies of vibration. Three of these six frequencies are 
compared with frequencies from analytical calculations to 
verify the validity of the finite element modeling.
3.1 Static Analysis
Static analysis is performed on the system using the STAR 
module of the COSMOS/M. All the displacements are constrained 
for nodes at the two ends of the I-beam. Material is linear 
elastic. Small displacement is considered.
3.1.1 Tools
The commands used in the static analysis are explained as 
follows. It is generally recommended that the DATA_CHECK 
command be issued prior to any solution step. DATA_CHECK
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command checks that an element group, a material property set, 
and a real constant set (if needed) have been defined for each 
element in the database. R_CHECK command may be issued before 
running any analysis. The R_CHECK command performs a through 
check on the database of the current problem and prepares a 
report on the status of the input in a file named 
problem_name.CHK. It performs all functions of DATA_CHECK, 
namely checking that there is an element group, a material 
property set and a real constant set associated with each 
element. It issues a warning message if a nonexistent node is 
issued to define the element. For solid element, the aspect 
ratio is checked. The A_STATIC command specifies details of 
the linear static analysis to be performed by the R_STATIC 
command. Gravity loading flag is activated in A_STATIC 
command. The R_STATIC command performs a linear STATIC 
analysis and it calculates nodal displacements using the STAR 
program.
3.1.2. Results
The ACTDIS command loads the specified displacement 
component corresponding to a load case or time step from the 
current database into the plot buffer. The DISPLOT command 
produces a vector or contour plot for the displacement 
component loaded into the plot buffer by the ACTDIS command. 
A contour plot connects points of equal displacements and can 
be colored lines or color filled. Linear interpolation is used
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to determine the points of equal displacements. The 
displacement plot is generated for the system in z- direction 
(which is the direction of gravity) due to its own weight, 
Fig. 3.1. This figure shows the deflections in I-beam, 
trolley, rope and canister (in cm). These displacements in the 
I-beam, rope and canister are compared with simplified model 
solutions. Table 3.1. The DEFPLOT command loads and plots the 
specified deformed shape corresponding to a load case, time 
step, or mode shape, depending on the active type of analysis. 
Fig. 3.2 shows the deformed shape of the overhead crane and 
canister system.
3.1.3 Comparison with Simplified Model
In order to verify the validity of the finite element 
model of the system, the results are compared with those 
obtained from a simplified models of the system, Fig. 3.3.
3.1.3(a) I-beam
This deflection is the total deflection from uniformly 
distributed load (udl) and concentrated loads at two points 
where wheels start on the I-beam with fixed ends, [24]. The 
total deflection is calculated by superposition principle, 
Fig. 3.3(a).
_fbx2(lb-x)2 (1)
Ut>i r>A pr
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Figure 3.1 Elastic Displacement Contour due to Static 
Loading (in cm)
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Figure 3.2 Deformed Shape of the Crane and Canister 
System due to Static Loading
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Figure 3.3 Schematic of simplified models
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where, ubl = deflection of the I-beam due to udl
E = Young's Modulus of the I-beam 
I = moment of inertia of the I-beam 
fb = I-beam weight per unit length (udl) 
lb = length of the I-beam
x = distance of the point where deflection is 
calculated from left end
where, Pc = half of the weight of the trolley, rope and 
canister
b = distance where Pc acting from right end of the I - 
beam
a = lb-b
ub2 = deflection at the point of application of load
where, u., = deflection due to concentrated loadr D3
total deflection of the I-beam = ubl + ub2 + ufa3
Pcjb3a 3
(2)
Pcb 2x 2 [3alb- (3a+b) x] 
SElll
(3)
3.1.3(b) Rope
Rope is modeled as a beam with body force equal to its 
weight. One end is fixed and other end carries another load
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equal to the canister weight and payload, [8], Fig. 3.3(b).
[ - ^ ^ + (F+frlr)irJ <4 >r E rA r 2 r r r
where F = canister weight + payload 
f = rope weight/unit length 
lr = length of the rope 
Ar = area of the rope 
Er = Young's modulus of the rope 
ur = deflection of the rope
3.1.3(c) Canister
Top plate - This deflection is calculated using a uniform 
load over a very small central circular area (where rope joins 
the plate) on the plate. Edge is simply supported, [3], Fig. 
3.3(c) .
= (3 .v)»R» (5)
®  (l+v)16*Bp
where W = Weight of canister + payload 
R = Radius of the canister 
D = Plate constant = Et3/12(1-v2)
p
E = Young's modulus of the plate 
t = plate thickness 
v = Poisson's ratio
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u = deflection of the top plate
Canister Shell - This is modeled as hollow cylinder fixed 
at one end with a body force equal to the weight of the 
canister and payload, [8], Fig. 3.3(d).
“‘--is <6)
where E = Young's Modulus of the Canister material 
A = Area of the canister body 
f = Body force 
1 = Length of the canister 
uc = deflection of the canister body 
Bottom plate - This deflection is calculated with uniform 
pressure on the plate. Edge is simply supported, [3], Fig. 
3.3(e) .
_ (5+v) qi?4 (7)
bp (1+v) 6ADp
where q = pressure due to weight of canister and payload
ubp = deflection of the bottom plate
comparison of finite element solutions with solutions 
from simplified mode], are given in table 3.1. Top plate 
deflection from finite element analysis is between the
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analytical solutions with fixed and hinged ends, acceptable. 
In case of bottom plate, the finite element solution is closer 
to analytical solution with fixed end condition. In the plate, 
the middle elements have two nodes close to each other than 
other two nodes. So the finite element program allocates less 
load to the nodes which are close to each other (in the 
center). So the deflection is less than the expected value. 
All other values are acceptable.
Table 3.1: Comparison of FEM and Simplified Model Solutions
Total
Deflection
FEM model 
(cm)
Simplified model 
(cm)
I-Beam 0.08149 0.05236
Rope 0.14900 0.15100
Canister Top Plate 0.0209 0.0150 (fixed ends) 
0.0390 (hinged)
Canister Body 0.00460 0.00423
Canister Bottom 
Plate
0.00350 0.0038 (fixed ends) 
0.01578 (hinged)
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3.2 Frequency Analysis
Frequency analysis is performed on the crane and canister 
system with A_FREQUENCY and R_FREQUENCY commands to find the 
first six natural frequencies of the system. These frequencies 
are listed in table 3.2. Figs. 3.4 through 3.9 explain the 
mode shapes corresponding to each of these frequencies. The 
rope is modeled as a rectangle with larger dimension along X- 
direction. So the rope is stiffer in X- direction than in the 
Y- direction. Thus, in-phase bending in Y- direction is the 
first mode of the system.
Table 3.2 First six natural frequencies 
obtained from finite element analysis
Mode 1 2 3 4 5 6
Description in-
phase
Y-
direc
-tion
in-
phase
X-
direc
tion
out-
of­
phase
Y-
direc
tion
twisting 
of rope
out-
of­
phase
X-
direc
tion
I-
beam
bend
ing
Frequency 
(rad./sec.)
.146 .238 2.03 2.19 3.26 55.6
All these six modes, with the exception of the forth one,
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correspond to motion in either X- or Y- planes. To verify 
these modes, the natural frequencies are compared with those 
obtained from simple formulas. Third, forth, and sixth 
frequencies are compared because they are sample one from each 
category of nodes.
Third Frequency - This corresponds to out-of-phase motion 
along Y- direction. This frequency is approximately calculated 
by assuming simple pendulum with lumped mass at the end. 
Because of this approximation, the analytical value is ten 
percent off the finite element result.
where, o>3 = third natural frequency
g = acceleration due to gravity 
lr = length of the rope
Fourth Frequency - This corresponds to the twisting of 
the rope. This frequency is calculated as shown in ref. [30].
0>3=[-£]1/2
rX
(8)
(9)
Where, g>4 = fourth natural frequency 
Kt = torsional stiffness
J = Polar moment of inertia of canister
canister
The torsional stiffness is equal to,
K - G C 
K‘-—
where, G = Shear Modulus of the rope 
C = torsional constant
C=Pa13a2
where, /3 = constant that depends on a3 and a2 
a, and a2 are the sides of rope 
Polar moment of inertia of the canister is given by,
^canister-1-^shell+  ( 2 )  Opiate
m^R2
iT - pOpiate 2
where, mp = mass of the plate 
R = Radius of the plate
Mass of the plate is calculated by,
mp=nR2tp
where, p = mass density of canister material
t = thickness of the plate
Polar moment of inertia of the shell is given by,
J sh e l l = 2 * R 3  tp
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(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
Sixth Frequency - This corresponds to the bending of the 
I-beam. This frequency is calculated as follows.
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Tf 0.5
o>6=[-£-] (16)
where, o6 = sixth natural frequency
mt = mass of the canister and I-beam
(17)
o
where, K = stiffness
P = weight of I-beam and canister 
6 = deflection at the bottom of the canister
Table 3.3 Comparison of natural frequencies from analytical
and finite element methods
Frequencies FEM 
(rad./sec.)
Analytical 
(rad./sec.)
Third 2.030 1.793
Fourth 2.190 3.200
Sixth 55.60 54.03
Thus, static and frequency analysis is done. Results from 
finite element analysis are compared with results from 
analytical solutions to verify the validity of the finite 
element model.
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Figure 3.4 First Mode Shape of the Crane and Canister System -
in-Phase Motion along Y- direction
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Figure 3.5 Second Mode Shape of the Crane and Canister System
- in-Phase Motion along X- direction
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Figure 3.6 Third Mode Shape of the Crane and Canister System -
out-of-Phase Motion along Y- direction
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Figure 3.7 Fourth Mode Shape of the Crane and Canister System
- twisting of Rope
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Figure 3.8 Fifth Mode Shape of the Crane and Canister System -
out-of-Phase Motion along X- direction
Figure 3.9 Sixth Mode Shape of the Crane and Canister System 
I-beam Bending
CHAPTER 4
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF CRANE AND CANISTER SYSTEM
4.1. Introduction
Dynamic analysis is required because the velocity for 
impact analysis is out put from dynamic analysis. Dynamic 
analysis is performed on the system using the NSTAR module of 
the COSMOS/M. Fortran program [Appendix II] makes the static 
output file to be used as initial conditions in dynamic 
analysis. This file has the nodal displacement data written in 
sets each starts with "NODE". Fortran program opens the file 
and removes all the lines other than the nodal displacement 
data. Then the program recognizes each set by the "NODE" and 
arranges displacements in successive nodewise. Static nodal 
displacements are given as input to the dynamic model by 
INITIAL command. The INITIAL command defines initial 
conditions at nodes in the specified pattern. Displacements in 
y- and z- directions and all the rotations are constrained for 
all the nodes at the ends of the I beam.
4.2. Tools
The commands used in the dynamic analysis are explained 
below. The CURDEF command defines the load versus time curve.
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A maximum of five thousand points can be defined along any 
smooth curve. The curve points can be defined in any order. 
The most recently defined curve becomes the active and hence 
the default curve. If there are many curves, the desired 
curve should be activated first through the ACTSET command. 
Gravity loading can be independently associated with time 
curves. The TIMES command specifies the starting time, final 
time and the time increment for nonlinear analysis. The final 
solution time can not exceed the largest time in the 
corresponding curve defined by the CURDEF command. The final 
solution time must be greater than the starting time. Gravity 
loading is considered. Load directions are constant. Material 
is linear elastic. Small displacement is considered.
The A_NONLINEAR command specifies details for the 
nonlinear analysis to be performed by the NSTAR module through 
the R_NONLINEAR command. The specifications of this command 
are ignored by the NSTAR module if no nonlinearities are 
specified in the EGROUP command. The NL_RESGRAPH command 
specifies the time increment, nodes and directions to generate 
the necessary plot files for later time-history plots of 
displacements, velocities and accelerations. This command must 
be issued prior to performing the nonlinear analysis. The 
R_NONLINEAR command performs nonlinear structural analysis 
using the NSTAR module. The PRINT_OPS command controls the 
output printing of displacements, velocities, accelerations, 
mode shapes, stiffness matrix and detailed input information.
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The PRINT_ELSET command defines groups of elements for which 
stresses will be written in output file. Up to ten groups can 
be specified.
Time-history plots are generated by XY_PL0T submenu. The 
INITXYPLOT command restores default setting for x-y plots. All 
previously loaded graphs are kept. The ACTXYPLOT command loads 
vectors to be used in time-history plots from the database to 
the plot buffer. The graph information is read from an 
existing file that was prepared by the program. Each graph is 
assigned a number. Up to six graphs can be loaded. The 
specified component at the specified node must be activated in 
NL_RESGRAPH command. The XYPLOT command generates a time- 
history plot for the vectors stored in the specified graph.
Time - Displacements plots in x-, y- and z- directions are 
plotted for the following 4 nodes, Fig. 4.1.
830 - node on the right end of the I beam.
1844 - center node on the beginning of rope where trolley 
is attached.
2008 - center node on the end of the rope where canister 
is attached.
3332 - center node on the bottom plate of the canister.
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Node 1844
■Node 2008
Figure 4.1 Finite Element Model of Crane and Canister
System
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4.3 Motion of the System
The crane is allowed to move for six seconds (one cycle) 
by applying the force as calculated in Appendix I. Fig. 4.2. 
shows how the force is applied (in x- direction) with time. 
Fig. 4.3 shows the deformed shape of the system by DEFPLOT 
command. Time versus displacements in x-, y- and z- directions 
are given by Figs. 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 respectively. When the 
crane starts moving in the x- direction, I-beam and trolley 
move affront. They are followed by rope and canister. After 
sometime, canister takes the lead followed by rope. I-beam and 
trolley follow them. So the canister swings around the I-beam 
and trolley. Fig. 4.4 shows this behavior of the system. Figs. 
4.5 and 4.6 show small displacements in y- and z- directions 
because the force is applied only in x- direction.
Frequency of Canister oscillation during the motion of 
the crane in the X- direction, as calculated from Fig. 4.4, is 
0.2857 rad./sec. It is closer to second natural frequency 
which is in-phase motion in X- direction. Frequency of 
oscillation in Y- direction = 0.238 rad./sec.
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Figure 4.2 Horizontal Force applied to the Crane I-beam vs. 
Time Curve
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Node 3332
Figure 4.3 Deformed Shape of the Crane and Canister System due to
Dynamic Loading applied to the Crane I-beam
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Figure 4.4 Motion of the Crane and Canister System (in cm) in 
X- direction due to Dynamic Loading
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Figure 4.5 Motion of the Crane and Canister System (in cm) in 
Y- direction due to Dynamic Loading
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Figure 4.6 Motion of the Crane and Canister System (in cm) in 
Z- direction due to Dynamic Loading
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4.4 Arresting the Motion of the Crane
Another interesting scenario studied is stopping of the 
crane. A Fortran program [Appendix III] creates a file 
containing nodal displacements and velocities from the dynamic 
output file. These values are given as initial conditions to 
this program. Horizontal force is removed and only gravity 
loading is considered. All the displacements are constrained 
for nodes at the two ends of the I-beam. The swinging behavior 
of the rope and canister is studied for five seconds. Time 
versus displacements in x- , y- and z- directions are given by 
Figs. 4.7 , 4.8 and 4.9 respectively. The canister and rope 
start swinging around the axis of the I-beam, Fig. 4.7. It 
takes considerable time for the system to become stationary. 
This confirms the real time behavior of the system.
Frequency of oscillation in X- direction = 0.238
rad./sec. It is closer to second natural frequency which is 
in-phase motion in X- direction. Frequency of oscillation in 
Y- direction = 0.277 rad./sec.
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Figure 4.7 Swinging Behavior in X- direction (in cm) after the
System is arrested
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System is arrested
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CHAPTER 5
IMPACT ANALYSIS OF CRANE AND CANISTER SYSTEM
In this Chapter, the impact between two canisters is 
analyzed. In this impact, the canisters' axes are parallel to 
each other. Impact velocity is taken from the dynamic 
analysis. The stresses, developed during the impact, are 
compared with dynamic yield strength of the canister material.
5.1. Introduction
A collision between two solids is known as an impact. Due 
to the collision, forces are created which act and disappear 
over a short period of time. The duration of the contact 
period governs the method of analysis chosen for an impact, 
[7]. In this work, continuous analysis method for the direct- 
central impact of two solids is considered. When two solids 
are in contact, deformation takes place in the local contact 
zone, resulting in a contact force. This suggests that the 
contact force is directly related to the amount of local 
deformation, or indentation of the two solids. The best-known 
force model for the contact between two solids of isotropic 
material was developed by Hertz based on the theory of 
elasticity.
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5.2. A Model for Impact Force and Duration
In this analysis, impact between two canisters is 
studied. The canister being carried by the crane may hit other 
stationary canister. This is the only impact scenario
considered in this research. The impact velocity is taken from
output of the dynamic analysis.
Impact force and duration are calculated using the
formulas for stress due to pressure between two elastic 
cylinders, [3].
Kd=^^-=^-=R{-:D1=D2) (18)
D Dx+Dz 2 1 2
where, KD is used to simplify the expression
Dx and D2 are the diameters of the canisters 
R = radius of the canister 
From Fig. 5.1, a relation can be derived between the 
depth of indentation and width of indentation when the impact 
occurs between the cylinders.
y=R-[Rz-{^)2]°'S =R-[ (J?2)°-5+0.5 (J?2) '°-5( - ^ )  ] = j^ (19)
where, y = depth of indentation 
b = width of indentation 
For two cylinders in contact, width of indentation and 
stress are governed by Hertz contact equations, [3]. When 
Young's modulii are same and poission's ratio is 0.3, 
indentation and stress are given by,
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b/2
Figure 5.1 Schematic showing Impact Geometry
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(20)
where, p = impact force per unit length 
E = Young's modulus
o=0.591[^]°-5
Kn
(21)
where a = stress developed during the impact
From Eqns. 19 and 20, a relation is derived between depth 
of indentation and impact force per unit length by eliminating 
b.
During the impact, the kinetic energy of the moving 
canister is transformed in to strain energy. Maximum 
indentation can be calculated by equating these energies. The 
equivalent mass of the canister during the impact is 
calculated as shown below, [7].
where, m* = equivalent mass of the canisters 
m2 and m2 are masses of the canisters 
The force behavior has two phases,
1. compressive force = P = pi. This phase lasts from 0 to
0 . 577 8p 
E
(22)
y •in
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where, 1 = length of the canister
2. restitution force = F. This phase is from ym to yp. 
Strain energy is given by,
Qs'=fy"'Pdy+ fyp [ ] Fdy (24)
Jo Jym ym-yp
where, Qa = strain energy
ym = maximum depth of indentation in elastic range 
yp = maximum depth of indentation in plastic range 
The second integral in the above equation corresponds to 
plastic range. Maximum indentation in elastic range is 
calculated, by equating the kinetic energy to the strain 
energy,
(25)
2 [0.5778] 
where, v = impact velocity
1 = length of the cylinder
ym=y[ °-57E718in--]0-5 (26)
From Eqns. 22 and 26, impact force per unit length is 
calculated.
p=v[ ..< g  ] °-5 (27)
0 . 57781
Then total impact force is given by,
P=pl (28)
Duration of impact is calculated by, [7],
where, u = y/ym
Critical velocity, the velocity at which plastic deformation 
is initiated, can be calculated as shown below.
1. Substitute dynamic compressive yield strength, Yd, for 
a in eqn. 21 and calculate critical load p .
2.863 Yd2KD 
Pc= E
2. Substitute this p in eqn. 22 to get y
(30)
1 .6541^% 
Ym E2
3. Substitute the ya in eqn. 26 to get critical 
velocity, v .
v'c=2 • 176 Yd2KD[— ^— ] 0,5 (32)
m E
5.3. Impact Modeling and Analysis by Finite Element Method
The impact scenario studied is when the axes of the 
canisters are parallel to each other. One canister is 
stationary and the second canister that is moving hits the 
first one. The velocity is taken from the dynamic analysis 
when the rope and canister are in vertical position. In the 
finite element model, the two canisters are kept side by side 
with their axes parallel to each other. All the nodes on the 
one half of right canister are constrained in x-, y- and z-
directions. All the nodes on the line of contact of two 
canisters are merged. The nodal forces are applied along the 
line of contact. These forces are applied for the duration of 
impact as calculated in the section 5.2. Fig. 5.2 shows the 
impact force vs. time curve. Calculations of nodal forces is 
shown in Appendix I. Then nonlinear analysis is done with 
NSTAR module as described in Chapter Four. In this analysis, 
nonlinear elastic model is activated in the material type 
options in EGROUP command. This is done to investigate whether 
the stresses in the canisters exceed the dynamic yield 
strength of the canister material during the impact. Dynamic 
yield strength and tangent modulus are supplied to the 
program. Dynamic yield strength calculation is shown in 
Appendix I .
Stress contour is shown in Fig 5.3. Stresses are high in 
the plates than in the canister body because plates are solid 
and exert more resistance. The highest stress is 40900 N/cm2. 
This stress is lower than the dynamic yield strength of the 
canister material, 8532 3 N/cm2. The canisters did not yield 
after the impact.
The stresses may exceed the dynamic yield strength of the 
canister material if the finite element meshing of the 
canister is refined. In this model, there are eight radial 
sections in the canister meshing. These may be increased 
,[27], to get better estimation of the real canister.
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Figure 5.2 Impact Force vs. Duration of Impact Curve
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Figure 5.3 Stress Contours (N/cm2) on the Canisters after the 
Impact
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The stresses developed may exceed the dynamic yield 
strength if the velocity of impact is increased. Critical 
velocity can be determined as shown in section 5.2. Its value 
is 2753 cm/sec. If the moving canister hits the stationary 
canister with this velocity, then the stresses in the 
canisters, during the impact, are reaching the dynamic yield 
strength of the canister material.
Thus, impact between two canisters is analyzed with their 
axes parallel to each other. The stresses developed are 
compared with the dynamic yield strength of the canister 
material.
CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
6.1 Summary
1. A finite element model of an overhead crane carrying a 
nuclear waste canister is developed using GEOSTAR module of 
COSMOS/M software.
2. Static analysis is performed on the crane and canister 
system using STAR module of COSMOS/M. The static results are 
verified by comparison with results from simplified solutions.
3. Frequency analysis is also performed to calculate the first 
six natural frequencies of the system. Three of these six 
frequencies are compared with analytical solutions for 
verification.
3. The crane is allowed to travel for a specified time. 
Dynamic analysis is performed on the crane and canister system 
using NSTAR module. Nodal displacements from static analysis 
are used as initial conditions to the dynamic analysis.
4. The crane is allowed to stop to do the post arrest 
analysis. The nodal displacements and velocities from dynamic 
analysis are given as initial conditions for the post arrest 
analysis. The post arrest analysis is done using NSTAR module.
5. Lastly, impact analysis between two canisters is performed
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using NSTAR module to determine whether impact stresses in the 
canisters exceed the dynamic yield strength of the canister 
material. Dynamic analysis supplies the initial velocity for 
the impact analysis.
6.2 Conclusions
1. The static results of the finite element model are compared 
with results from simplified model solutions. They are in good 
agreement, table 3.1.
2. The frequency results from finite element model also agree 
with analytical results, tables 3.2 and 3.3.
3. The swinging behavior of the rope and canister are studied 
in the dynamic analysis. The frequency of oscillation in X- 
direction is 0.2857 rad./sec. It corresponds to frequency
0.238 rad./sec. which is in-phase about X- direction. The 
freqency of vibration in Y- direction is 0.238 rad./sec.
4. In the post-arrest analysis, the frequencies of 
oscillations are 0.238 rad./sec. and 0.277 rad./sec. in X- and 
Y- directions respectively.
5. The initial velocity (688 cm/sec.) for the impact analysis 
between two canisters is taken from dynamic analysis when the 
rope and canister are in vertical position. The maximum stress 
developed during the impact is 40900 N/cm2, less than the 
dynamic yield strength of the canister material (85323 N/cm2).
6. There is a critical velocity of impact which will produce 
stresses close to the dynamic yield strength of the canister
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material. This velocity is calculated and supplied to the 
impact analysis. With this velocity (2753 cm/sec.), the 
maximum stress in the canisters are 82600 N/cm2.
6.3 Recommendations
1. The finite element model presented in this thesis divides 
the canister into eight radial sections along the 
circumference. The canister model is simplified with top 
plate, body, and bottom plate. This model can be improved by 
including pintle, weldment, top head, and by increasing the 
number of radial sections, [27], to get better results.
2. In this impact analysis, the canisters' axes are parallel 
to each other. Another interesting analysis is the study of 
oblique impact between canisters which may happen during the 
horizontal emplacement of the canisters in the geological 
drifts.
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APPENDIX I 
Crane and Canister System details
The crane details are taken from HARRINGTON CRANES catalog 
1992-C, [5]. The canister details are from the existing
literature of UNLV. Rope data is from Shigley, [24].
Crane and Canister
Power of motor pushing the crane = p = 1 hp each side 
p = 745.7 watts
Max. traveling speed of the crane = 80 fpm = 0.406 mps 
Force required to push the crane = 745.7/0.406
= 1836.7 N at each end
Properties [3 3-
Young's modulus = E = 30000000 lbf/in2 = 20684264 N/cm2 
Weight density = 0.283 lbf/in3 = 0.0768 N/cm3 
Mass density of crane= 0.00782 kg/cm3 
Dimensions-
Crane bridge ( I beam) -
Length = 25 ft = 762 cm 
Height = 50 cm 
Width = 29 cm 
Area = 299 cm2
Moment of Inertia = 127367 cm4 
Wheel -
Height = 7.75 cm 
Width = 4.34 cm 
Thickness = 1 cm
Pin -
Length = 4 cm 
Height * 1 cm 
Width = 1 cm 
Trolley horizontal plate - 
Height = 29 cm 
Width = 32 cm 
Thickness = 1.45 cm 
Trolley horizontal square shaft - 
Length = 34 cm 
Side of square = 6.21 cm 
canister-
Weight of the canister and payload = 14500 lbs = 644 99 N 
Mass of the canister = 6574.8 kgs.
Length of the canister = 570 cm 
Canister outer diameter = 28 in = 71.12 cm 
Thickness of the canister body = 0.375 in = 0.9525 cm 
Thickness of the canister plates = 1.95 cm 
Canister inner diameter = 27.25 in = 69. 215 cm
initial velocity of the canister hitting the other
canister = 688.13 cm/sec.
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Canister density is calculated by including the payload as 
explained below -
Canister weight density [canister body area + Top plate 
area + bottom plate area] = Canister weight + payload 
Canister weight density = 0.4771 N/cm3 
Mass density = 0.048634 kg/cm3
Properties and Dimensions of Rope [24], [5]
Young's Modulus = 12000000 lbf/in2 = 8273706 N/cm2 
Torsional Stiffness = 0.1 N-m/rad.
Diameter of the rope = d = 5.08 cm
Area of the square rope = 0.38d2 = 9.806 cm2
Side of the square rope = )/9.806 = 3.1 cm
Total length of the rope = 1 = 853.44 cm
Effective length of the rope = 305 cm
Linear density = 1.6d2 = 6.4 lbf/ft = 0.9338582 N/cm
Weight density = 0.9338582/25.8 = 0.036196 N/cm3
Mass density = 0.00368 kg/cm3
Details of Impact Analysis 
From eqn. 28, total impact force = P = 5.6136x10s N 
There are thirty eight layers of elements along the 
length of the canister.
Force at each node = P/38 = 14772632 N
From eqn. 29, duration of impact = 0.0001184 sec.
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From Fig.280, [6],
Y
-4=2.15
y3
where, Yd = dynamic compressive yield strength 
Yb = Static compressive yield strength 
= 31026 N/cm2 [13] 
dynamic compressive yield strength = 85323 N/cm2.
(33)
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APPENDIX II 
COSMOS/M Static Analysis Source File
C* Program to perform static analysis on the crane and 
C* canister system using COSMOS\M Software.
C *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C* I Beam
C* Element details
EGROUP,1,SOLID,,1,,,0,0,0,
C* Real constants 
RCONST,1,1,1,9,0,,,
C* Material properties 
MPROP,l,EX,20684264,
MPROP,1,DENS,0.00782,
q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C* Wheels & pins 
C* Element details 
EGROUP,2,SOLID,,1,,,0,0,0,
C* Real constants 
RCONST,2,2,1,9,0,,,,,
C* Material properties 
MPROP,2,EX,20684264,
MPROP,2,DENS,0.00782
Q *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C* Rope
C* Material properties 
MPROP,3,EX,8273706,
MPROP,3,DENS,0.00368,
C* Canister 
MPROP,4,EX,20684264,
MPROP,4,DENS,0.048634,
Q *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C* Generation of Points 
C* I beam 
PT,1,0,0,0,
PT,2,0,0,3.65,
PT,3,4.34,0,3.65,
PT,4,13.5,0,3.65,
PT,5,13.5,0,46.35,
PT,6,0,0,46.35,
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PT,7,0,0,50,
PT,8,13.5,0,50,
PT,9,15.5,0,50,
PT,10,29,0,50,
PT,11,29,0,46.35,
PT,12,15.5,0,46.35,
PT,13,15.5,0,3.65,
PT,14,24.66,0,3.65,
PT,15,29,0,3.65,
PT,16,29,0,0,
PT,17,24.66,0,0,
PT,18,15.5,0,0,
PT,19,13.5,0,0,
PT,20,4.34,0,0,
C* Generating points 21 to 40(y=500) 
PTGEN,1,1,20,1,0,,500,
C* Connection between I-beam and Trolley 
C* points 41 to 80(y=20,40)
PTGEN,2,1,20, 1,0, ,20,
C* points 81 to 100(y=21)
PTGEN,1,1,20,1,0,,21,
C* points 101 to 120(y=39)
PTGEN,1,1,20,1,0,,39,
C* Middle points for web 
PT,121,13.5,20,25,
PT,122,15.5,20,25,
C* points 123 to 128 
PTGEN,1,121,122,1,0,0,1,
PTGEN,1,121,122,1,0,0,19,
PTGEN,1,121,122,1,0,0,20,
C* Right first wheel(points 129 to 136) 
PTGEN,1,67,69,2,0,0,0,6.75,
PTGEN,1,94,95,1,0,0,0,6.75,
PTGEN,1,129,132,1,0,0,0,1,
C* Right first pin(points 137 to 140) 
PTGEN,1,130,136,2,0,4,, ,
C* Left first wheel(points 141 to 148) 
PTGEN,1,43,45,2,0,0,0,6.75,
PTGEN,1,82,83,1,0,0,0,6.75,
PTGEN,1,141,144,1,0,0,0,1,
C* Left first pin(points 149 to 152) 
PTGEN,1,141,147,2,0,-4,,
C* points 153 to 164 used in right second wheel and pin 
C* points 165 to 176 used in left second wheel and pin
Q* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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C* Generation of Volumes 
C* I beam
VL8PT,1,8,1,2,3,20,21,22,23,40,
VL8PT,2,8,20,3,4,19,40,23,24,39,
VL8PT,3,8,19,4,13,18,39,24,33,38,
VL8PT,4,8,18,13,14,17,38,33,34,37,
VL8PT,5,8,17,14,15,16,37,34,35,36,
VL8PT,6,8,5,6,7,8,25,26,27,28,
VL8PT,7,8,5,8,9,12,25,28,29,32,
VL8PT,8,8,9,10,11,12,29,30,31,32,
VL8PT,9,8,4,5,12,13,24,25,32,33,
C* Connection between the I-beam and trolley 
C* Right bottom half flange 
VL8PT 10 8 71 73 97 96 69 67 94 95
VL8PT 11 8 94 95 96 97 114 115 116 117
VL8PT 12 8 114 115 116 117 68 70 72 74 
VL8PT 13 8 65 67 73 75 93 94 97 98
VL8PT 14 8 93 94 97 98 113 114 117 118
VL8PT 15 8 113 114 117 118 66 68 74 76
C* Bottom Middle flange 
VL8PT 16 8 47 65 75 77 84 93 98 99
VL8PT 17 8 84 93 98 99 104 113 118 119
VL8PT 18 8 104 113 118 119 48 66 76 78
C* Bottom web
VL8PT 19 8 121 123 124 122 47 84 93 65
VL8PT 20 8 123 124 93 84 125 126 113 104
VL8PT 21 8 125 127 128 126 104 48 66 113
C* Left bottom half flange
VL8PT 22 8 41 43 45 79 81 82 83 100
VL8PT 23 8 81 82 83 100 101 102 103 120
VL8PT 24 8 101 102 103 120 42 44 46 80 
VL8PT 25 8 45 47 77 79 83 84 99 100
VL8PT 26 8 83 84 99 100 103 104 119 120
VL8PT 27 8 103 104 119 120 46 48 78 80
C* Top right half flange 
VL8PT 28 8 57 59 61 63 89 90 91 92
VL8PT 29 8 89 90 91 92 109 110 111 112
VL8PT 30 8 109 110 111 112 58 60 62 64
C* Top left half flange(volumes 31 to 33) 
VLGEN 1 28 30 1 0 -15.5 0.000000 0.000000
C* Top middle flange(volumes 34 to 36)
VLGEN 1 19 21 1 0 0.000000 0.000000 21.35
C* Top web(volumes 37 to 39)
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VLGEN 1 16 18 1 0 0.000000 0.000000 46.35 
C* Right first wheel
VL8PT,40,8,67,69,95,94,129,130,132,131,
VL8PT,41,8,129,130,132,131,133,134,136,135,
C* Right first pin
VL8PT,42,8,130,132,136,134,137,138,140,139,
C* Left first wheel
VL8PT,43,8,43,45,83,82,141,142,144,143,
VL8PT,44,8,141,142,144,143,145,146,148,147,
C* Left first pin
VL8PT,45,8,141,143,147,145,149,150,152,151,
C* Right second wheel and pin(volumes 46 to 48) 
VLGEN,1,40,42,1,0,0,19,
C* Left second wheel and pin(volumes 49 to 51) 
VLGEN,1,43,45,1,0,0,19,
c* Right Plate
c* Points for front
PT 177,33 45 .5 14.9,
PT 178,33 32 .5 14.9,
PT 179,33 26 .5 14.9,
PT 180,33 13 .5 14.9,
PT 181,33 13 .5 2.95,
PT 182,33 13 .5 -14.1
PT 183,33 27 .5 -14.1
PT 184,33 31 .5 -14.1
PT 185,33 45 .5 -14.1
PT 186,33 45 .5 2.95,
PT 187,33 31 .5 2.95,
PT 188,33 27 .5 2.95,
PT 189,33 26 .4 -4.5,
PT 190,33 20 .2 -4.5,
PT 191,33 20 .2 -10.7
PT 192,33 26 .4 -10.7
PT 193,33 32 .6 -10.7
PT 194,33 38 .8 -10.7
PT 195,33 38 .8 -4.5,
PT 196,33 32 .6 -4.5,
PT 197,33 29 .5 14.9,
PT 198,33 29 .5 11.4,
PT 199,33 29 .5 10.4,
PT 200,33 29 .5 2.95,
PT 201,33 29 .5 -4.5,
PT 202,33 29 .5 -10.7
PT 203,33 29 .5 -14.1
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C* Points for back side of right plate 
C* Points 204 to 207 
PTGEN,1,137,140,1,0,1.45,,
C* Points 208 to 211 
PTGEN,1,161,164,1,0,1.45,,
C* Points 212 to 238 
PTGEN,1,177,203,1,0,1.45,,
VL8PT,52,8 162 164 177 178 209 211 212 213
VL8PT,53,8 162 178 197 198 209 213 232 233
VL8PT,54,8 197 179 140 198 232 214 207 233
VL8PT,55,8 140 179 180 139 207 214 215 206
VL8PT,56,8 186 177 164 163 221 212 211 210
VL8PT,57,8 161 163 164 162 208 210 211 209
VL8PT,58,8 161 162 198 199 208 209 233 234
VL8PT,59,8 198 140 138 199 233 207 205 234
VL8PT,60,8 138 140 139 137 205 207 206 204
VL8PT,61,8 137 139 180 181 204 206 215 216
VL8PT,62,8 186 163 161 187 221 210 208 222
VL8PT,63,8 187 161 199 200 222 208 234 235
VL8PT,64,8 200 199 138 188 235 234 205 223
VL8PT,65,8 188 138 137 181 223 205 204 216
VL8PT,66,8 195 186 187 196 230 221 222 231
VL8PT,67,8 196 187 200 201 231 222 235 236
VL8PT,68,8 201 200 188 189 236 235 223 224
VL8PT,69,8 189 188 181 190 224 223 216 225
VL8PT,70,8 185 186 195 194 220 221 230 229
VL8PT,71,8 194 195 196 193 229 230 231 228
VL8PT,72,8 193 196 201 202 228 231 236 237
VL8PT,73,8 202 201 189 192 237 236 224 227
VL8PT,74,8 192 189 190 191 227 224 225 226
VL8PT,75,8 191 190 181 182 226 225 216 217
VL8PT,76,8 185 194 193 184 220 229 228 219
VL8PT,77,8 184 193 202 203 219 228 237 238
VL8PT,78,8 203 202 192 183 238 237 227 218
VL8PT,79,8 183 192 191 182 218 227 226 217
C* Left Plate(volumes 80 to 107)
C* Points 239 to 300 used
VLGEN 1 52 79 1 0 -38.45 0.000000 0.000000
C* Trolley beam 
PT,301,14.5,32.6,-4.5, 
PT,302,14.5,31.05,-4.5, 
PT,303,17.04,31.05,-4.5, 
PT,304,17.04,29.5,-4.5, 
PT,305,17.04,27.95,-4.5, 
PT,306,14.5,27.95,-4.5, 
PT,307,11.96,27.95,-4.5, 
PT,308,11.96,29.5,-4.5, 
PT,309,11.96,31.05,-4.5, 
PT,310,14.5,26.4,-4.5, 
PT,311,14,5,29.5,-4.5,
C* Points 312 to 322 
PTGEN,1,301,311,1,0,0,0,-6.2,
VL8PT,108,8,274,301,302,309,286,312,313,320 
VL8PT,109,8,301,302,303,196,312,313,314,193 
VL8PT,110,8,196,303,304,201,193,314,315,202 
VL8PT,111,8,201,304,305,189,202,315,316,192 
VL8PT,112,8,189,305,306,310,192,316,317,321 
VL8PT,113,8,278,307,306,310,290,318,317,321 
VL8PT,114,8,276,308,307,278,288,319,318,290 
VL8PT,115,8,274,309,308,276,286,320,319,288 
VL8PT,116,8,309,302, 311,308,320,313,322,319 
VL8PT,117,8,302,303,304,311,313,314,315,322 
VL8PT,118,8,311,304,305,306,322,315,316,317 
VL8PT,119,8,308,311,306,307,319,322,317,318
C* Rope (points 323 to 331)
PTGEN,1,313,320,1,0,0,0,-305,
PTGEN,1,322,322,1,0,0,0,-305,
VL8PT,120,8,314,316,318,320,324,326,328,330
C* Canister upper plate 
PLANE Z 0 1 
C* Points 332 to 347
CRPCIRC 796 331 323 34.6 360.000000 8 
CRPCIRC 804 331 323 35.56 360.000000 8 
C* Points 348 to 372
PTGEN 1 323 347 1 0 0.000000 O.i000000 -3.81
VL8PT 121 8 330 323 331 329 355 348 356 354
VL8PT 122 8 323 324 325 331 348 349 350 356
VL8PT 123 8 329 331 327 328 354 356 352 353
VL8PT 124 8 331 325 326 327 356 350 351 352
VL8PT 125 8 333 332 323 330 358 357 348 355
VL8PT 126 8 332 339 324 323 357 364 349 348
VL8PT 127 8 339 338 325 324 364 363 350 349
VL8PT 128 8 325 338 337 326 350 363 362 351
VL8PT 129 8 327 326 337 336 352 351 362 361
VL8PT 130 8 328 327 336 335 353 352 361 360
VL8PT 131 8 334 329 328 335 359 354 353 360
VL8PT 132 8 333 330 329 334 358 355 354 359
VL8PT 133 8 341 340 332 333 366 365 357 358
VL8PT 134 8 340 347 339 332 365 372 364 357
VL8PT 135 8 347 346 338 339 372 371 363 364
VL8PT 136 8 338 346 345 337 363 371 370 362
VL8PT 137 8 337 345 344 336 362 370 369 361
VL8PT 138 8 335 336 344 343 360 361 369 368
VL8PT 139 8 342 334 335 343 367 359 360 368
VL8PT 140 8 341 333 334 342 366 358 359 367
C* Canister body 
C* Points 373 to 388
PTGEN 1 357 372 1 0 0.000000 0.000000 -570 
VL8PT 141 8 366 365 357 358 382 381 373 374
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VL8PT 142 8 365 372 364 357 381 388 380 373
VL8PT 143 8 372 371 363 364 388 387 379 380
VL8PT 144 8 363 371 370 362 379 387 386 378
VL8PT 145 8 361 362 370 369 377 378 386 385
VL8PT 146 8 360 361 369 368 376 377 385 384
VL8PT 147 8 359 360 368 367 375 376 384 383
VL8PT 148 8 366 358 359 367 382 374 375 383
C* Canister 
VLGEN 1 121
lower plate(volumes 
140 1 0 0 0 -573.81
149 to 168)
C* Increasing the length of the I beam(points 423 to 442) 
PTGEN,1,1,20,1,0,,-260,
VL8PT,169,8,1,2,3,20,423,424,425,442,
VL8PT,170,8,3,4,19,20,425,426,441,442,
VL8PT,171,8,4,13,18,19,426,435,440,441,
VL8PT,172,8,13,14,17,18,4 35,436,439,44 0,
VL8PT,173,8,14,15,16,17,436,437,438,439,
VL8PT,174,8,4,5,12,13,426,427,434,435,
VL8PT,175,8,5,6,7,8,427,428,429,430,
VL8PT,176,8,5,8,9,12,427,430,431,434,
VL8PT,177,8,9,10,11,12,431,432,433,434,
ROTATE,-90,,,
Q* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C* Meshing 
C* I beam 
ACTMARK,V L ,1 
ACTSET,EG,1,
ACTSET,MP,1,
ACTSET,RC,1,
M_VL 1 8 1 8 1 1  25 1 1 1  
M_VL 9 9 1 8 2 1  25 1 1 1
C* Connection between the I-beam and rope
EDEL 2 177 25
EDEL 203 204 1
M_VL 10 39 1 8 1 1 1 1 1 1
C* Wheels & pins
ACTSET,EG,2,
ACTSET,MP,2,
ACTSET,RC,2,
M_VL 40 51 1 8 1 1 1 1 1 1
C* Plates and Horizontal beam 
ACTSET,EG,1,
ACTSET,MP,1,
ACTSET,RC,1,
M VL 52 119 1 8 1 1 1 1 1 1
C* Rope
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ACTSET,EG,1,
ACTSET,MP,3,
ACTSET,RC,1,
M_VL 120 120 1 8 2 2 15 1 1 1
C* Canister upper plate 
ACTSET,EG,1,
ACTSET,MP,4,
ACTSET,R C ,1,
M_VL 121 140 1 8 1 1 1 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000
C* Canister body
M_VL 141 148 1 8 1 1 35 1 1 1
C* Canister lower plate 
M_VL 149 168 1 8 1 1 1 1 1 1
C* I beam extra length 
M_VL 169 173 1 8 1 1 13 1 1 1
M_VL 174 174 1 8 2 1 13 1 1 1
M_VL 175 177 1 8 1 1 13 1 1 1
C* Merging the nodes
NMERGE,,,,,,
Q *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C* Displacement B.C.s
DPT,21,UX,0,40,1,UY,UZ,RX,RY,RZ,
DPT,423,UX,0,442,1,UY,UZ,RX,RY,RZ,
C* Force B.C.s 
ACEL,0,0,-9.80,
C* Analysis type (activating the gravity loading) 
A_STATIC,G,0,0,0,,0,0,0,
C* No stress calculation 
STRESS,0,
C* Run the static program 
R STATIC
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APPENDIX III
Fortran Program connecting Static and Dynamic Analysis
c This Fortran program arranges the static nodal
c displacements node wise in order to feed to the
c dynamic analysis.
character*4 node 
integer n, p 
real a,b,c
open (12,file='cleanl.out')
p=0
open (11,file='trial.OUT')
12 read(11,115,end=21) node
p=p+l
115 format(t3,a4)
if (p .eq. 1) then
if ( node .eq. 'NODE' ) then
do 55 i=l,51
read (ll,*)n,a,b,c
write (12,215)'initial,disp,',n,',',n,',l,',
1 a /,f,fb,',',c
55 continue
else if (node ,ne. 'NODE') then
p=0
end if 
else if (p .ne. l)then 
if( node .eq. 'NODE' ) then 
do 56 i=l,52 
read (ll,*)n,a,b,c
write (12,215)'initial,disp,',n,',',n,',l,',
1 a f///fi3,',',c
56 continue
else if (node .ne. 'NODE') then 
p=p-l
end if 
endif 
goto 12
215 format (al3,i4,al,i4,a3,ell.5,al,ell.5,al,ell.5)
21 close(ll)
close(12) 
stop 
end
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APPENDIX IV
COSMOS/M Dynamic Analysis Source File
C* Program to perform dynamic analysis on the crane and crane 
C* system using COSMOS\M Software.
C* I Beam 
C* Element details 
EGROUP,1,SOLID,,1,,,0,0,0,
C* Real constants 
RCONST,1,1,1,9,0,,,
C* Material properties 
MPROP,1,EX,20684264,
MPROP,1,DENS,0.00782,
C *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  *
C* Wheels & pins 
C* Element details 
EGROUP,2,SOLID,,1,,,0,0,0,
C* Real constants 
RCONST,2,2,1,9,0,,,,,
C* Material properties 
MPROP,2,EX,20684264,
MPROP,2,DENS,0.00782,
C *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C* Rope
C* Material properties 
MPROP,3,EX,8273706, 
MPROP,3,DENS,0.0036897,
C* Canister 
MPROP,4,EX,20684264,
MPROP,4,DENS,0.048634,
0 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C* Generation of Points 
C* I beam 
PT,1,0,0,0,
PT,2,0,0,3.65,
PT,3,4.34,0,3.65,
PT,4,13.5,0,3.65,
PT,5,13.5,0,46.35,
PT,6,0,0,46.35,
PT,7,0,0,50,
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PT,8,13.5,0,50,
PT,9,15.5,0,50,
PT,10,29,0,50,
PT,11,29,0,46.35,
PT,12,15.5,0,46.35,
PT,13,15.5,0,3.65,
PT,14,24.66,0,3.65,
PT,15,29,0,3.65,
PT,16,29,0,0,
PT,17,24.66,0,0,
PT,18,15.5,0,0,
PT,19,13.5,0,0,
PT,20,4.34,0,0,
C* Generating points 21 to 40(y=500)
PTGEN,1,1,20,1,0,,500,
C* Connection between the I-beam and trolley 
C* points 41 to 80(y=20,40)
PTGEN,2,1,20,1,0,,20,
C* points 81 to 100(y=21)
PTGEN,1,1,20,1,0,,21,
C* points 101 to 120(y=39)
PTGEN,1,1,20,1,0,,39,
C* Middle points for web 
PT,121,13.5,20,25,
PT,122,15.5,20,25,
C* points 123 to 128 
PTGEN,1,121,122,1,0,0,1,
PTGEN,1,121,122,1,0,0,19,
PTGEN,1,121,122,1,0,0,20,
C* Right first wheel(points 129 to 136)
PTGEN,1,67,69,2,0,0,0,6.75,
PTGEN,1,94,95,1,0,0,0,6.75,
PTGEN,1,129,132,1,0,0,0,1,
C* Right first pin(points 137 to 140)
PTGEN,1,130,136,2,0,4,,,
C* Left first wheel(points 141 to 148)
PTGEN,1,43,45,2,0,0,0,6.75,
PTGEN,1,82,83,1,0,0,0,6.75,
PTGEN,1,141,144,1,0,0,0,1,
C* Left first pin(points 149 to 152)
PTGEN,1,141,147,2,0,-4,,
C* points 153 to 164 used in right second wheel and pin 
C* points 165 to 176 used in left second wheel and pin
(2* v t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C* Generation of Volumes 
C* I beam
VL8PT,1,8,1,2,3,20,21,22,23,40,
VL8PT,2,8,20,3,4,19,40,23,24,39,
VL8PT,3,8,19,4,13,18,39,24,33,38,
VL8PT,4,8,18,13,14,17,38,33,34,37,
VL8PT,5,8,17,14,15,16,37,34,35,36,
VL8PT,6,8,5,6,7,8,25,26,27,28,
VL8PT,7,8,5,8,9,12,25,28,29,32,
VL8PT,8,8,9,10,11,12,29,30,31,32,
VL8PT,9,8,4,5,12,13,24,25,32,33,
C* Connection between the I-beam and trolley
C* Right bottom half flange
VL8PT 10 8 71 73 97 96 69 67 94 95
VL8PT 11 8 94 95 96 97 114 115 116 117
VL8PT 12 8 114 115 116 117 68 70 72 74
VL8PT 13 8 65 67 73 75 93 94 97 98
VL8PT 14 8 93 94 97 98 113 114 117 118
VL8PT 15 8 113 114 117 118 66 68 74 76
C* Bottom Middle flange
VL8PT 16 8 47 65 75 77 84 93 98 99
VL8PT 17 8 84 93 98 99 104 113 118 119
VL8PT 18 8 104 113 118 119 48 66 76 78
C* Bottom web
VL8PT 19 8 121 123 124 122 47 84 93 65
VL8PT 20 8 123 124 93 84 125 126 113 104
VL8PT 21 8 125 127 128 126 104 48 66 113
C* Left bottom half flange
VL8PT 22 8 41 43 45 79 81 82 83 100
VL8PT 23 8 81 82 83 100 101 102 103 120
VL8PT 24 8 101 102 103 120 42 44 46 80 
VL8PT 25 8 45 47 77 79 83 84 99 100
VL8PT 26 8 83 84 99 100 103 104 119 120
VL8PT 27 8 103 104 119 120 46 48 78 80 
C* Top right half flange 
VL8PT 28 8 57 59 61 63 89 90 91 92
VL8PT 29 8 89 90 91 92 109 110 111 112
VL8PT 30 8 109 110 111 112 58 60 62 64 
C* Top left half flange(volumes 31 to 33) 
VLGEN 1 28 30 1 0 -15.5 0.000000 0.000000 
C* Top middle flange(volumes 34 to 36)
VLGEN 1 19 21 1 0 0.000000 0.000000 21.35 
C* Top web(volumes 37 to 39)
VLGEN 1 16 18 1 0 0.000000 0.000000 46.35
C* Right first wheel
VL8PT,40,8,67,69,95,94,129,130,132,131, 
VL8PT,41,8,129,130,132,131,133,134,136,135, 
C* Right first pin
VL8PT,42,8,130,132,136,134,137,138,140,139, 
C* Left first wheel
VL8PT,43,8,43,45,83,82,141,142,144,143, 
VL8PT,44,8,141,142,144,143,145,146,148,147,
C* Left first pin
VL8PT,45,8,141,143,147,145,149,150,152,151,
C* Right second wheel and pin(volumes 46 to 48) 
VLGEN,1,40,42,1,0,0,19,
C* Left second wheel and pin(volumes 49 to 51) 
VLGEN,1,43,45,1,0,0,19,
c* Right Plate
c* Points for front side
PT 177 33,45 .5 14.9,
PT 178 33,32 .5 14.9,
PT 179 33,26 .5 14.9,
PT 180 33,13 .5 14.9,
PT 181 33,13 .5 2.95,
PT 182 33,13 .5 -14.1,
PT 183 33,27 .5 -14.1,
PT 184 33,31 .5 -14.1,
PT 185 33,45 .5 -14.1,
PT 186 33,45 .5 2.95,
PT 187 33,31 .5 2.95,
PT 188 33,27 .5 2.95,
PT 189 33,26 .4 -4.5,
PT 190 33,20 .2 -4.5,
PT 191 33,20 .2 -10.7,
PT 192 33,26 .4 -10.7,
PT 193 33,32 .6 -10.7,
PT 194 33,38 .8 -10.7,
PT 195 33,38 .8 -4.5,
PT 196 33,32 .6 -4.5,
PT 197 33,29 .5 14.9,
PT 198 33,29 .5 11.4,
PT 199 33,29 .5 10.4,
PT 200 33,29 .5 2.95,
PT 201 33,29 .5 -4.5,
PT 202 33,29 .5 -10.7,
PT 203 33,29 .5 -14.1,
C* Points for back side of right plate 
C* Points 204 to 207 
PTGEN,1,137,140,1,0,1.45,,
C* Points 208 to 211 
PTGEN,1,161,164,1,0,1.45, ,
C* Points 212 to 238 
PTGEN,1,177,203,1,0,1.45,,
VL8PT,52,8,162,164,177,178,209,211,212,213, 
VL8PT,53,8,162,178,197,198,209,213,232,233,, 
VL8PT,54,8,197,179,140,198,232,214, 207, 233, 
VL8PT,55,8,140,179,180,139,207,214,215,206, 
VL8PT,56,8,186,177,164,163,221,212,211,210, 
VL8PT,57,8,161,163,164,162,208,210,211,209,
VL8PT, 58,8 161 162 198 199,208,209,233,234
VL8PT, 59,8 198 140 138 199,233,207,205,234
VL8PT, 60,8 138 140 139 137,205,207,206,204
VL8PT, 61,8 137 139 180 181,204,206,215,216
VL8PT, 62,8 186 163 161 187,221,210,208,222
VL8PT, 63,8 187 161 199 200,222,208,234,235
VL8PT, 64,8 200 199 138 188,235,234,205,223
VL8PT, 65,8 188 138 137 181,223,205,204,216
VL8PT, 66,8 195 186 187 196,230,221,222,231
VL8PT, 67,8 196 187 200 201,231,222,235,236
VL8PT, 68,8 201 200 188 189,236,235,223,224
VL8PT, 69,8 189 188 181 190,224,223,216,225
VL8PT, 70,8 185 186 195 194,220,221,230,229
VL8PT, 71,8 194 195 196 193,229,230,231,228
VL8PT, 72,8 193 196 201 202,228,231,236,237
VL8PT, 73,8 202 201 189 192,237,236,224,227
VL8PT, 74,8 192 189 190 191,227,224,225,226
VL8PT, 75,8 191 190 181 182,226,225,216,217
VL8PT, 76,8 185 194 193 184,220,229,228,219
VL8PT, 77,8 184 193 202 203,219,228,237,238
VL8PT, 78,8 203 202 192 183,238,237,227,218
VL8PT, 79,8 183 192 191 182,218,227,226,217
C* Left Plate(volumes 80 to 107)
C* Points 239 to 300 used
VLGEN 1 52 79 1 0 -38.45 0.000000 0.000000
C* Horizontal beam 
PT,301,14.5,32.6,-4.5,
PT,302,14.5,31.05,-4.5,
PT,303,17.04,31.05,-4.5,
PT,304,17.04,29.5,-4.5,
PT,305,17.04,27.95,-4.5,
PT,306,14.5,27.95,-4.5,
PT,307,11.96,27.95,-4.5,
PT,308,11.96,29.5,-4.5,
PT,309,11.96,31.05,-4.5,
PT,310,14.5,26.4,-4.5,
PT,311,14.5,29.5,-4.5,
C* Points 312 to 322 
PTGEN,1,301,311,1,0,0,0,-6.2,
VL8PT,108,8,274,301,302,309,286,312,313, 320 
VL8PT,109,8,301,302,303,196,312,313,314,193 
VL8PT,110,8,196,303,304,201,193,314,315,202 
VL8PT,111,8,201,304,305,189,202,315,316,192 
VL8PT,112,8,189,305,306,310,192,316,317,321 
VL8PT,113,8,278,307,306,310,290,318,317,321 
VL8PT,114,8,276,308,307,278,288,319,318,290 
VL8PT,115,8,274,309,308,276,286,320,319,288 
VL8PT,116,8,309,302,311,308,320,313,322,319 
VL8PT,117,8,302,303,304,311,313,314,315,322 
VL8PT,118,8,311,304,305,306,322,315,316, 317
107
VL8PT,119,8,308,311,306,307,319,322,317,318,
C* Rope (points 323 to 331)
PTGEN,1,313,320,1,0,0,0,-305,
PTGEN,1,322,322,1,0,0,0,-305,
VL8PT,120,8,314,316,318,320,324,326,328,330,
C* Canister upper plate 
PLANE Z 0 1 
C* Points 332 to 347
CRPCIRC 796 331 323 34.6 360.000000 8 
CRPCIRC 804 331 323 35.56 360.000000 8 
C* Points 348 to 372
PTGEN 1 323 347 1 0 0.000000 O.i000000 -.3.81
VL8PT 121 8 330 323 331 329 355 348 356 354
VL8PT 122 8 323 324 325 331 348 349 350 356
VL8PT 123 8 329 331 327 328 354 356 352 353
VL8PT 124 8 331 325 326 327 356 350 351 352
VL8PT 125 8 333 332 323 330 358 357 348 355
VL8PT 126 8 332 339 324 323 357 364 349 348
VL8PT 127 8 339 338 325 324 364 363 350 349
VL8PT 128 8 325 338 337 326 350 363 362 351
VL8PT 129 8 327 326 337 336 352 351 362 361
VL8PT 130 8 328 327 336 335 353 352 361 360
VL8PT 131 8 334 329 328 335 359 354 353 360
VL8PT 132 8 333 330 329 334 358 355 354 359
VL8PT 133 8 341 340 332 333 366 365 357 358
VL8PT 134 8 340 347 339 332 365 372 364 357
VL8PT 135 8 347 346 338 339 372 371 363 364
VL8PT 136 8 338 346 345 337 363 371 370 362
VL8PT 137 8 337 345 344 336 362 370 369 361
VL8PT 138 8 335 336 344 343 360 361 369 368
VL8PT 139 8 342 334 335 343 367 359 360 368
VL8PT 140 8 341 333 334 342 366 358 359 367
C* Canister body 
C* Points 373 to 388
PTGEN 1 357 372 1 0 0.000000■ O.i000000 -570
VL8PT 141 8 366 365 357 358 382 381 373 374
VL8PT 142 8 365 372 364 357 381 388 380 373
VL8PT 143 8 372 371 363 364 388 387 379 380
VL8PT 144 8 363 371 370 362 379 387 386 378
VL8PT 145 8 361 362 370 369 377 378 386 385
VL8PT 146 8 360 361 369 368 376 377 385 384
VL8PT 147 8 359 360 368 367 375 376 384 383
VL8PT 148 8 366 358 359 367 382 374 375 383
C* Canister lower plate(volumes 149 to 168)
VLGEN 1 121 140 1 0 0 0 -573 .81
C* Increasing the length of the I beam(points 423 to 442) 
PTGEN,1,1,20,1,0,,-260,
VL8PT,169,8,1,2,3,20,423,424,425,442,
VL8PT,170,8,3,4,19,20,425,426,441,442,
VL8PT,171,8,4,13,18,19,426,435,440,441,
VL8PT,172,8,13,14,17,18,435,436,439,440,
VL8PT,173,8,14,15,16,17,436,437,438,439,
VL8PT,174,8,4,5,12,13,426,427,434,435,
VL8PT,175,8,5,6,7,8,427,428,429,430,
VL8PT,176,8,5,8,9,12,427,430,431,434,
VL8PT,177,8,9,10,11,12,431,432,433,434,
ROTATE,-90,,,
C *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C* Meshing
C* I beam 
ACTMARK,V L ,1 
ACTSET,EG,1,
ACTSET,MP,1,
ACTSET,RC,1,
M_VL 1 8 1 8 1 1  25 1 1 1  
M_VL 9 9 1 8 2 1  25 1 1 1
C* Connection between the I-beam and trolley
EDEL 2 177 25
EDEL 203 204 1
M_VL 10 39 1 8 1 1 1 1 1 1
C* Wheels & pins 
ACTSET,EG,2,
ACTSET,MP,2,
ACTSET,RC,2,
M_VL 40 5 1 1 8 1 1 1 1 1 1
C* Plates and Horizontal beam 
ACTSET,EG,1,
ACTSET,MP,1,
ACTSET,RC,1,
M_VL 52 119 1 8 1 1 1 1 1 1
C* Rope 
ACTSET,EG,1,
ACTSET,MP,3,
ACTSET,RC,1,
M_VL 120 120 1 8 2 2 15 1 1 1
C* Canister upper plate 
ACTSET,EG,1,
ACTSET,MP,4,
ACTSET,RC,1,
M VL 121 140 1 8 1 1 1 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000
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C* Canister body
M_VL 141 148 1 8 1 1 35 1 1 1
C* Canister lower plate 
M_VL 149 168 1 8 1 1 1 1 1 1
C* I beam extra length 
M__VL 169 173 1 8 1 1 13 1 1 1
M_VL 174 174 1 8 2 1 13 1 1 1
M_VL 175 177 1 8 1 1 13 1 1 1
C* Merging the nodes
NMERGE,,,,,,
C *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C* Input the nodal displacements from static program which 
C* are not listed in this program due to
C* DEFINE THE STARTING, FINAL & TIME INCREMENTS 
TIMES,0,6.0,0.01,
C* DEFINE THE LOAD VERSUS TIME CURVE"M 
C* FOR FXAM
CURDEF,TIME,1,1,0,1,.8,1,1,0,6,0,
C* FOR FZAM
CURDEF,TIME,2,1,0,1,6,1,
q * *******************************************************
C* Displacement B.C.s
DPT,21,UY,0,4 0,1,UZ,RX,RY,RZ,
DPT,423,UY,0,442,1,UZ,RX,RY,RZ,
C* Force B.C.s 
C* Horizontal forces 
ACTSET,TC,1,
FPT,21,FX,918.5,27,6,
FPT,423,FX,918.5,429,6,
C* Gravity forces 
ACTSET,TC,2,
ACEL,0,0,-9.80,
C* Analysis type 
A_NONLINEAR,D ,,,,,0,G,0,
Q *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  -k * -k * * * * * * * *  -k * *
C* Time-history analysis
C* Specify time increments, nodes & directions for 
time-history plots of
C* displacements, velocities and accelerations 
NL_RESGRAPH,1,830,1,1844,1,1844,2,1844,3,2008,1,2008,2,2008,
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3,3332,1,3332,2,3332,3,
C* Print options 
PRINT_0PS,600,600, 
PRINT_ELSET,1,1,1,
C* Run nonlinear program 
R NONLINEAR
Ill
APPENDIX V
Fortran Program connecting Dynamic and Motion Arrest Behavior
c This Fortran program arranges the nodal displacements
c and velocities node wise in order to feed to the post
c arrest analysis,
c analysis
character*4 node 
integer n, p 
real a,b,c
open (11, file='trial.OUT') 
open (12,file='clean2.out') 
p = 0
12 read(11,115,end=21) node 
115 format(t3,a4)
if ( node .eq. 'Node' ) then
p = p+1
13 read (11,*)n,a,b,c
if (n .eq. 1) then 
d = a 
endif 
if ( p .eq. 1) then 
write(12,215)'initial,disp,',n,',',n,',l,',a-d,', ', 
1 b,',',c
else if (p .eq. 2) then
w r i t e  
(12,215)'initial,vel,',n,',',n,',l,',a-d,',',
1 b,', ' ,c
endif
if (n .It. 3916) then 
goto 13 
end if
endif
goto 12 
21 close(ll)
215 format (al3,i4,al,i4,a3,ell.5,al,ell.5,al,ell.5) 
stop 
end
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APPENDIX VI 
COSMOS/M Post Arrest Analysis Source File
C* Program to analyze the behavior of the crane and canister 
C* system being stopped using COSMOS\M Software.
0* *********************************************************
C* I Beam
C* Element details
EGROUP,1,SOLID, , 1, ,,0,0,0,
C* Real constants 
RCONST,1,1,1,9,0,,,
C* Material properties 
MPROP,1,EX,20684264,
MPROP,1,DENS,0.00782,
0* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C* Wheels & pins 
C* Element details 
EGROUP,2,SOLID,,1,,,0,0,0,
C* Real constants 
RCONST,2,2,1,9,0,,,,,
C* Material properties 
MPROP,2,EX,20684264,
MPROP,2,DENS,0.00782,
0* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C* Rope
C* Material properties 
MPROP,3,EX,8273706,
MPROP,3,DENS,0.0036897,
C* Canister 
C* Material properties 
MPROP,4,EX,20684264,
MPROP,4,DENS,0.048634,
q* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C* Generation of Points 
C* I beam 
PT,1,0,0,0,
PT,2,0,0,3.65,
PT,3,4.34,0,3.65,
PT,4,13.5,0,3.65,
PT,5,13.5,0,46.35,
PT,6,0,0,46.35,
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PT,7,0,0,50,
PT,8,13.5,0,50,
PT,9,15.5,0,50,
PT,10,29,0,50,
PT,11,29,0,46.35,
PT,12,15.5,0,46.35,
PT,13,15.5,0,3.65,
PT,14,24.66,0,3.65,
PT,15,29,0,3.65,
PT,16,29,0,0,
PT,17,24.66,0,0,
PT,18,15.5,0,0,
PT,19,13.5,0,0,
PT,20,4.34,0,0,
C* Generating points 21 to 40(y=500)
PTGEN,1,1,20,1,0,,500,
C* Connection between the I-beam and trolley 
C* points 41 to 80(y=20,40)
PTGEN,2,1,20,1,0,,20,
C* points 81 to 100(y=21)
PTGEN,1,1,20,1,0,,21,
C* points 101 to 120(y=39)
PTGEN,1,1,20,1,0,,39,
C* Middle points for web 
PT,121,13.5,20,25,
PT,122,15.5,20,25,
C* points 123 to 128 
PTGEN,1,121,122,1,0,0,1,
PTGEN,1,121,122,1,0,0,19,
PTGEN,1,121,122,1,0,0,20,
C* Right first wheel(points 129 to 136)
PTGEN,1,67,69,2,0,0,0,6.75,
PTGEN,1,94,95,1,0,0,0,6.75,
PTGEN,1,129,132,1,0,0,0,1,
C* Right first pin(points 137 to 140)
PTGEN,1,130,136,2,0,4,,,
C* Left first wheel(points 141 to 148)
PTGEN,1,43,45,2,0,0,0,6.75,
PTGEN,1,82,83,1,0,0,0,6.75,
PTGEN,1,141,144,1,0,0,0,1,
C* Left first pin(points 149 to 152)
PTGEN,1,141,147,2,0,-4,,
C* points 153 to 164 used in right second wheel and pin 
C* points 165 to 176 used in left second wheel and pin 
C *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C* Generation of Volumes 
C* I beam
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VL8PT,1,8,1,2,3,20,21,22,23,40,
VL8PT,2,8,20,3,4,19,40,2 3,24,39,
VL8PT,3,8,19,4,13,18,39,24,33,38,
VL8PT,4,8,18,13,14,17,38,33,34,37,
VL8PT,5,8,17,14,15,16,37,34,35,36,
VL8PT,6,8,5,6,7,8,25,26,27,28,
VL8PT,7,8,5,8,9,12,25,28,29,32,
VL8PT,8,8,9,10,11,12,29,30,31,32,
VL8PT,9,8,4,5,12,13,24,25,32,33,
C* Connection between the I-beam and trolley
C* Right bottom half flange
VL8PT 10 8 71 73 97 96 69 67 94 95
VL8PT 11 8 94 95 96 97 114 115 116 117
VL8PT 12 8 114 115 116 117 68 70 72 74
VL8PT 13 8 65 67 73 75 93 94 97 98
VL8PT 14 8 93 94 97 98 113 114 117 118
VL8PT 15 8 113 114 117 118 66 68 74 76
C* Bottom Middle flange
VL8PT 16 8 47 65 75 77 84 93 98 99
VL8PT 17 8 84 93 98 99 104 113 118 119
VL8PT 18 8 104 113 118 119 48 66 76 78
C* Bottom web
VL8PT 19 8 121 123 124 122 47 84 93 65
VL8PT 20 8 123 124 93 84 125 126 113 104
VL8PT 21 8 125 127 128 126 104 48 66 113
C* Left bottom half flange
VL8PT 22 8 41 43 45 79 81 82 83 100
VL8PT 23 8 81 82 83 100 101 102 103 120
VL8PT 24 8 101 102 103 120 42 44 46 80 
VL8PT 25 8 45 47 77 79 83 84 99 100
VL8PT 26 8 83 84 99 100 103 104 119 120
VL8PT 27 8 103 104 119 120 46 48 78 80 
C* Top right half flange 
VL8PT 28 8 57 59 61 63 89 90 91 92
VL8PT 29 8 89 90 91 92 109 110 111 112
VL8PT 30 8 109 110 111 112 58 60 62 64 
C* Top left half flange(volumes 31 to 33) 
VLGEN 1 28 30 1 0 -15.5 0.000000 0.000000 
C* Top middle flange(volumes 34 to 36)
VLGEN 1 19 21 1 0 0.000000 0.000000 21.35 
C* Top web(volumes 37 to 39)
VLGEN 1 16 18 1 0 0.000000 0.000000 46.35
C* Right first wheel
VL8PT,40,8,67,69,95,94,129,130,132,131, 
VL8PT,41,8,129,130,132,131,133,134,136,135, 
C* Right first pin
VL8PT,42,8,130,132,136,134,137,138,140,139, 
C* Left first wheel
VL8PT,43,8,43,45,83,82,141,142,144,143,
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VL8PT,44,8,141,142,144,143,145,146,148,147,
C* Left first pin
VL8PT,45,8,141,143,147,145,149,150,152,151,
C* Right second wheel and pin(volumes 46 to 48) 
VLGEN,1,40,42,1,0,0,19,
C* Left second wheel and pin(volumes 49 to 51) 
VLGEN,1,43,45,1,0,0,19,
c* Right Plate
c* Points for front side
PT 177,33,45.5 14.9,
PT 178,33,32.5 14.9,
PT 179,33,26.5 14.9,
PT 180,33,13.5 14.9,
PT 181,33,13.5 2.95,
PT 182,33,13.5 -14.1,
PT 183,33,27.5 -14.1,
PT 184,33,31.5 -14.1,
PT 185,33,45.5 -14.1,
PT 186,33,45.5 2.95,
PT 187,33,31.5 2.95,
PT 188,33,27.5 2.95,
PT 189,33,26.4 -4.5,
PT 190,33,20.2 -4.5,
PT 191,33,20.2 -10.7,
PT 192,33,26.4 -10.7,
PT 193,33,32.6 -10.7,
PT 194,33,38.8 -10.7,
PT 195,33,38.8 -4.5,
PT 196,33,32.6 -4.5,
PT 197,33,29.5 14.9,
PT 198,33,29.5 11.4,
PT 199,33,29.5 10.4,
PT 200,33,29.5 2.95,
PT 201,33,29.5 -4.5,
PT 202,33,29.5 -10.7,
PT 203,33,29.5 -14.1,
C* Points for back side of right plate 
C* Points 204 to 207 
PTGEN,1,137,140,1,0,1.45, ,
C* Points 208 to 211 
PTGEN,1,161,164,1,0,1.45, ,
C* Points 212 to 238 
PTGEN,1,177,203,1,0,1.45, ,
VL8PT,52,8,162,164,177,178,209,211,212,213, 
VL8PT,53,8,162,178,197,198,209,213,232,233, , 
VL8PT,54,8,197,179,140,198,232,214,207,233, 
VL8PT,55,8,140,179,180,139,207,214,215,206, 
VL8PT,56,8,186,177,164,163,221,212,211,210,
VL8PT,57,8 161 163 164
VL8PT,58,8 161 162 198
VL8PT,59,8 198 140 138
VL8PT,60,8 138 140 139
VL8PT,61,8 137 139 180
VL8PT,62,8 186 163 161
VL8PT,63,8 187 161 199
VL8PT,64,8 200 199 138
VL8PT,65,8 188 138 137
VL8PT,66,8 195 186 187
VL8PT,67,8 196 187 200
VL8PT,68,8 201 200 188
VL8PT,69,8 189 188 181
VL8PT,70,8 185 186 195
VL8PT,71,8 194 195 196
VL8PT,72,8 193 196 201
VL8PT,73,8 202 201 189
VL8PT,74,8 192 189 190
VL8PT,75,8 191 190 181
VL8PT,76,8 185 194 193
VL8PT,77,8 184 193 202
VL8PT,78,8 203 202 192
VL8PT,79,8 183 192 191
162,208,210,211,209,
199.208.209.233.234,
199.233.207.205.234, 
137,205,207,206,204,
181.204.206.215.216,
187.221.210.208.222,
200.222.208.234.235,
188.235.234.205.223,
181.223.205.204.216, 
196,230,221,222,231,
201.231.222.235.236,
189.236.235.223.224,
190.224.223.216.225, 
194,220,221,230,229, 
193,229,230,231,228,
202.228.231.236.237, 
192,237,236,224,227,
191.227.224.225.226,
182.226.225.216.217, 
184,220,229,228,219,
203.219.228.237.238,
183.238.237.227.218, 
182,218,227,226,217,
C* Left Plate(volumes 80 to 107)
C* Points 239 to 300 used
VLGEN 1 52 79 1 0 -38.45 0.000000 0.000000
C* Horizontal beam 
PT,301,14.5,32.6,-4.5,
PT,302,14.5,31.05,-4.5,
PT,303,17.04,31.05,-4.5,
PT,304,17.04,29.5,-4.5,
PT,305,17.04,27.95,-4.5,
PT,306,14.5,27.95,-4.5,
PT,307,11.96,27.95,-4.5,
PT,308,11.96,29.5,-4.5,
PT,309,11.96,31.05,-4.5,
PT,310,14.5,26.4,-4.5,
PT,311,14.5,29.5,-4.5,
C* Points 312 to 322
PTGEN,1,301,311,1,0,0,0,-6.2,
VL8PT,108,8,274,301,302,309,286,312,313,32 0 
VL8PT,109,8,301,302,303,196,312,313,314,193 
VL8PT,110,8,196,303,304,201,193,314,315,202 
VL8PT,111,8,201,304,305,189,202,315,316,192 
VL8PT,112,8,189,305,306,310,192,316,317,321 
VL8PT,113,8,278,307,306,310,290,318,317,321 
VL8PT,114,8,276,308,307,278,288,319,318,290 
VL8PT,115,8,274,309,308,276,286,320,319,288 
VL8PT,116,8,309,302,311,308,320,313,322,319 
VL8PT,117,8,302,303,304,311,313,314,315,322
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VL8PT,118,8,311,304,305,306,322,315,316,317, 
VL8PT,119,8,308,311,306,307,319,322,317,318,
C* Rope (points 323 to 331)
PTGEN,1,313,320,1,0,0,0,-305,
PTGEN,1,322,322,1,0,0,0,-305,
VL8PT,120,8,314,316,318,320,324,326,328,330,
C* Canister upper plate 
PLANE Z 0 1 
C* Points 332 to 347
CRPCIRC 796 331 323 34.6 360.000000 8 
CRPCIRC 804 331 323 35.56 360.000000 8 
C* Points 348 to 372
PTGEN 1 323 347 1 0 0.000000 O.i000000 - .3.81
VL8PT 121 8 330 323 331 329 355 348 356 354
VL8PT 122 8 323 324 325 331 348 349 350 356
VL8PT 123 8 329 331 327 328 354 356 352 353
VL8PT 124 8 331 325 326 327 356 350 351 352
VL8PT 125 8 333 332 323 330 358 357 348 355
VL8PT 126 8 332 339 324 323 357 364 349 348
VL8PT 127 8 339 338 325 324 364 363 350 349
VL8PT 128 8 325 338 337 326 350 363 362 351
VL8PT 129 8 327 326 337 336 352 351 362 361
VL8PT 130 8 328 327 336 335 353 352 361 360
VL8PT 131 8 334 329 328 335 359 354 353 360
VL8PT 132 8 333 330 329 334 358 355 354 359
VL8PT 133 8 341 340 332 333 366 365 357 358
VL8PT 134 8 340 347 339 332 365 372 364 357
VL8PT 135 8 347 346 338 339 372 371 363 364
VL8PT 136 8 338 346 345 337 363 371 370 362
VL8PT 137 8 337 345 344 336 362 370 369 361
VL8PT 138 8 335 336 344 343 360 361 369 368
VL8PT 139 8 342 334 335 343 367 359 360 368
VLoPT 140 8 341 333 334 342 366 358 359 367
C* Canister body 
C* Points 373 to 388
PTGEN 1 357 372 1 0 0.000000 OJ000000 -570
VL8PT 141 8 366 365 357 358 382 381 373 374
VL8PT 142 8 365 372 364 357 381 388 380 373
VL8PT 143 8 372 371 363 364 388 387 379 380
VL8PT 144 8 363 371 370 362 379 387 386 378
VL8PT 145 8 361 362 370 369 377 378 386 385
VL8PT 146 8 360 361 369 368 376 377 385 384
VL8PT 147 8 359 360 368 367 375 376 384 .383
VL8PT 148 8 366 358 359 367 382 374 375 383
C* Canister 
VLGEN 1 121
lower plate(volumes 
140 1 0 0 0 -573.81
149 to 168)
C* Increasing the length of the I beam(points 423 to 442)
PTGEN,1,1,20,1,0,,-260,
VL8PT,169,8,1,2,3,20,423,424,425,442,
VL8PT,170,8,3,4,19,20,425,426,441,442,
VL8PT,171,8,4,13,18,19,426,435,440,441,
VL8PT,172,8,13,14,17,18,435,4 36,439,440,
VL8PT,173,8,14,15,16,17,436,437,438,439,
VL8PT,174,8,4,5,12,13,426,427,434,435,
VL8PT,175,8,5,6,7,8,427,428,429,430,
VL8PT,176,8,5,8,9,12,427,430,431,434,
VL8PT,177,8,9,10,11,12,431,432,433,434,
ROTATE,-90,,,
C* Meshing
C* I beam 
ACTMARK,V L ,1 
ACTSET,EG,1,
ACTSET,MP,1,
ACTSET,RC,1,
M_VL 1 8 1 8 1 1  25 1 1 1  
M_VL 9 9 1 8 2 1  25 1 1 1
C* Connection between the I-beam and trollsy
EDEL 2 177 25
EDEL 203 204 1
M_VL 10 39 1 8 1 1 1 1 1 1
C* Wheels & pins 
ACTSET,EG,2,
ACTSET,MP,2,
ACTSET,RC,2,
M_VL 40 51 1 8 1 1 1 1 1 1
C* Plates and Horizontal beam 
ACTSET,EG,1,
ACTSET,MP,1,
ACTSET,RC,1,
M_VL 52 119 1 8 1 1 1 1 1 1
C* Rope 
ACTSET,EG,1,
ACTSET,MP,3,
ACTSET,RC,1,
M_VL 120 120 1 8 2 2 15 1 1 1
C* Canister upper plate 
ACTSET,EG,1,
ACTSET,MP,4,
ACTSET,RC,1,
M VL 121 140 1 8 1 1 1 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000
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C* Canister body
M_VL 141 148 1 8 1 1 35 1 1 1
C* Canister lower plate 
M__VL 149 168 1 8 1 1 1 1 1 1
C* I beam extra length 
M_VL 169 173 1 8 1 1 13 1 1 1
M_VL 174 174 1 8 2 1 13 1 1 1
M_VL 175 177 1 8 1 1 13 1 1 1
C* Merging the nodes
NMERGE,,,,,,
Q *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C* Input the nodal displacements and velocities from dynamic 
C* program which are not listed in this program due to space
C* DEFINE THE STARTING, FINAL & TIME INCREMENTS 
TIMES,0,5.0,0.01,
C* DEFINE THE LOAD VERSUS TIME CURVEAM 
C* FOR FZAM
CURDEF,TIME,1,1,0,1,5,1,
(2* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C* Displacement B.C.s
DPT,21,U Y ,0,4 0,1,UZ,RX,RY,RZ,
DPT,423,UY,0,442,1,UZ,RX,RY,RZ,
C* Force B.C.s 
C* Gravity forces 
ACTSET,TC,1,
ACEL,0,0,-9.80,
C* Analysis type 
A_NONLINEAR,D ,,,,,0,G,0,
(2* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C* Time-history analysis
C* Specify time increments, nodes & directions for 
time-history
C* plots displacements, velocities and accelerations 
NL_RESGRAPH,1,830,1,1844,1,1844,2,1844,3,2008,1,2008,2,2008,
3,3332,1,3332,2,3332,3,
C* Print options 
PRINT_OPS,500,500,
PRINT_ELSET,1,1,1,
C* Run the nonlinear program
R NONLINEAR
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APPENDIX VII
COSMOS/M Impact Analysis Source File
C* This program uses GEOSTAR of COSMOS/M software to perform 
C* impact analysis between two canisters hitting each other 
C* while being transported to the final storage point from 
C* the trucks by over head crane.
Q *  'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'kickic'kick'k'k'k'k'k'k'kie'k'k'k'k'k'k'kie'k'kicicieick'k'kicic'k'kic'k'kie'kieie'k'k'k'kie'kit
C* Input the element details 
EGROUP 1 SOLID 0 1 0  0 1 0  0 
C* Input the real constants 
RCONST 1 1 1 9  0 0 0 0 0 0
C* Input the material properties 
MPROP 1 EX 20684264 
MPROP 1 DENS 0.048634 
MPROP 1 SIGYLD 85323 
MPROP 1 ETAN 0
q * *********************************************************
C* Generation of first canister 
C* Canister upper plate 
PT 1 0 0 0 
PT 2 0 0 -40 
PLANE Y 0.000000 1
C* points 3 to 18
CRPCIRC 1 1 2  34.6 360.000000 8
CRPCIRC 9 1 2  35.56 360.000000 8
PT 19 1.55 0 -1.55
PT 20 1.55 0 0
PT 21 1.55 0 1.55
PT 22 0 0 1.55
PT 23 -1.55 0 1.55
PT 24 -1.55 0 0
PT 25 -1.55 0 -1.55
PT 26 0 0 -1.55
C* points 27 to 51
PTGEN 1 1 1 1 0  0.000000 -3.81 0.000000
PTGEN 1 3 26 1 0 0.000000 -3.81 0.000000
VL8PT 1 8 1 24 25 26 27 49 50 51
VL8PT 2 8 1 26 19 20 27 51 44 45
VL8PT 3 8 1 20 21 22 27 45 46 47
VL8PT 4 8 1 22 23 24 27 47 48 49
VL8PT 5 8 3 10 19 26 28 35 44 51
VL8PT 6 8 9 10 19 20 34 35 44 45
VL8PT 7 8 8 9 20 21 33 34 45 46
VL8PT 8 8 7 8 21 22 32 33 46 47
VL8PT 9 8 6 7 22 23 31 32 47 48
VL8PT 10 8 5 6 23 24 30 31 48 49
VL8PT 11 8 4 5 24 25 29 30 49 50
VL8PT 12 8 3 4 25 26 28 29 50 51
VL8PT 13 8 3 4 12 11 28 29 37 36
VL8PT 14 8 3 10 18 11 28 35 43 36
VL8PT 15 8 9 10 18 17 34 35 43 42
VL8PT 16 8 8 9 17 16 33 34 42 41
VL8PT 17 8 7 8 16 15 32 33 41 40
VL8PT 18 8 6 7 15 14 31 32 40 39
VL8PT 19 8 5 6 14 13 30 31 39 38
VL8PT 20 8 4 5 13 12 29 30 38 37
C* Canister body 
C* points 52 to 67
PTGEN 1 28 43 1 i0 0 .OOOOOC1 -.570 0.000000
SCALE 0. 000000
VL8PT 21 8 28 29 37 36 52 53 61 60
VL8PT 22 8 29 30 38 37 53 54 62 61
VL8PT 23 8 30 31 39 38 54 55 63 62
VL8PT 24 8 31 32 40 39 55 56 64 63
VL8PT 25 8 32 33 41 40 56 57 65 64
VL8PT 26 8 33 34 42 41 57 58 66 65
VL8PT 27 8 34 35 43 42 58 59 67 66
VL8PT 28 8 28 36 43 35 52 60 67 59
C* Canister lower plate 
C* points 68 to 101
VLGEN 1 1 20 1 0 0.000000 -573.81 0.000000
C* Meshing of first canister 
ACTSET,EG,1,
ACTSET,RC,1,
ACTSET,MP,1,
M_VL 1 20 1 8 1 1 1 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 
M__VL 21 28 1 8 1 1 35 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 
M_VL 29 48 1 8 1 1 1 1 1 1
q* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C* Generation and meshing of second canister
PT 102 71.12 0.000000 0.000000
PT 103 106.68 0.000000 0.000000
PT 104 71.12 20 0
CSYS 3 0 102 103 104
ACTSET CS 0
ELCOPY 1 320 1 3
C* Merging the nodes 
NMERGE,,,,,,,
0* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
C* Constraining the first canister along the line
C* contact line in x- direction 
C* DPT 13 UY 0.000000 13 1 UZ RX RY RZ 
C* DPT 38 UY 0.000000 38 1 UZ RX RY RZ 
C* DPT 62 UY 0.000000 62 1 UZ RX RY RZ 
C* DPT 94 UY 0.000000 95 1 UX UZ RX RY RZ 
C* DPT 101 UY 0.000000 101 1 UZ RX RY RZ 
C* DND 600 UY 0.000000 732 4 UX UZ RX RY RZ 
C* DND 456 UY 0 588 4 UX UZ RX RY RZ
C* DND 312 UY 0 444 4 UZ RX RY RZ
C* DND 168 UY 0 300 4 UX UZ RX RY RZ
C* DND 167 UY 0 299 4 UX UZ RX RY RZ
C* Constraining the second(moving) canister - outer half
DND 2071 UY 0 2207 4 UZ UX RX RY RZ
DND 2215 UY 0 2351 4 UZ UX RX RY RZ
DND 2359 UY 0 2495 4 UZ UX RX RY RZ
DND 2503 UY 0 2639 4 UZ UX RX RY RZ
DND 1640 UY 0 1776 4 UZ UX RX RY RZ
DND 1604 UY 0 1608 4 UZ UX RX RY RZ
DND 1596 UY 0 1600 4 UZ UX RX RY RZ
DND 1588 UY 0 1592 4 UZ UX RX RY RZ
DND 1579 UY 0 1583 4 UZ UX RX RY RZ
DND 1572 UY 0 1576 4 UZ UX RX RY RZ
DND 2904 UY 0 2920 4 UZ UX RX RY RZ
DND 2888 UY 0 2891 3 UZ UX RX RY RZ
C* Define the starting, final and time increments
C* Impact time
TIMES 0 0.0001184 0.00001184
C* Define the load vs. time curve 
CURDEF TIME 1 1 0  0 0.0001184 1
C* Force B.C.s
C* Apply the impact force along the line of contact of 
C* canisters 
ACTSET TC 1
FND 115 FX 14772632 119 4 
FND 888 FX 14772632 1024 4 
FND 1431 FX 14772632 1431 1
C* Apply the force on the first canister along the line
C* to line of contact in the x- direction
C* FPT 13 FX 14772632 38 25
C* FPT 62 FX 14772632 101 39
C* FND 312 FX 14772632 444 4
C* Define the analysis type
A_NONLINEAR,D ,,,,,0,G,0,
C* Run the nonlinear program
R NONLINEAR
